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have
to
Thompson,
26,108;
1,210;
man's
business
from a
standpoint the the "P4,seo" to Las Cruces, thence up
Phinnp-TnrpVi 1
Tlio nowenanor Las Animas coal fields.
Murray, 2,823; Smulski, 25,167, Mer
pulled off. It started on Friday, Febvalue of good roads to the city or the Alameda road to Dona Ana.
Cheyenne, Wyo, March l.- -A newilinotype operatora went out on tne
of
a
is
riam
member
the
council
city
ruary 17th, and lasted until the foltown where business men wish to sell
The Dona Ana county road connect- and gained publicity by a commission variety of legal opinion was rendered Hearst
and contin KANSAS UNIVERSITY STUDENTS lowing Monday afternoon, with only
papers
yesterday
their wares to the farmer.
D. A. Preston to
ing up with the El Paso highway, which
THRIFTY POKER PLAYERS. slight intermissions when the tired
tied with strike today. The morning
investigated the city purchas- by Attorney General
To the end of this highway at An- forms the terminus of the Camino
day, when State Superintendent of papers issued by agreement consisted
Lawrence,
Kas., March 1. The fac- congressmen were compelled to obey
system.
ing
thony the county ot Dona Ana, means Real which enters New Mexico at RaHis Republican opponents after the Public Instruction Rose A. Bird asked of four pages only. The evening pa- ulty of the University of KanBas is the call of nature, and seek their restroad
territorial
ton
the
of
rom
Wyoming,
the
coming
Cheyenne,
help
by
was known were quick to of- his office if a school child could be pers promise the same.. The morning greatly scandalized by the discovery ful places to secure sleep.
An atcommission and subscriptions amount inrougn uoiorado, Denver,
itoioraao result
punished for truancy on a legal holi- papers made no effort to print adver- - that several of the students have tempt had been made to secure pasactive support.
their
fer
vol
Springs, Trinfiad, and through New
ing to practically $40,000 raised,
verPreston's
opinion,
Harrison's victory and the hard day. General
tlsing. The strike works particular been spending usual amounts of sage of tha French spoliation claims
untary pledges of farmers residing Mexico from Aaton to Santa Fe, and
follows:
hardship on the reading public at money and that the money was ac in the omnibus bill, and Mr. Mann, of
near the proposed road to construct thence to Albuquerque and Anally run made by Former Mayor Dunne batim,
"It is doubtful if a kid can be pun- present owing to the great interest quired by skill at playing poker. Ah Illinois, began to interpose obstruc
a beautiful highway. A classification down the R.io Orande valley to Dona came as a surprise to many, Graham
of acreage, benefited by this road, has Ana, Las Cruces, Agricultural Coliege, having been a favorite in the betting. ished for truancy on a holiday, so give in the local mayoralty primaries of investigation was begun and Profes- tive measures. He finally won his
the kids the benefit of the doubt."
been made whereby land owners liv- Anthony and El Paso.
yesterday, and developments in the sor Carl Becker, head of the discipli- contention, and then followed an unnary committee of the faculty, now successful attempt to prevent the pasf
United States senate.
mile contribute
Postoffice Appointments.
SPEER GAINS ONE AND
"(Signed) A. PRESTON,
ing within
' Attorney Genereral."
has the names of more than 35 play- sage of the omnibus bill until the porADAMS LOSES TWO.
Postmasters have been appointed in
fifty cents an acre. Those outside this
Strike Unwarranted.
ers
He says tions stricken out were reinserted.
among the students.
1.
M.
half mile and east of the Rio Grande, New Mexico as folliws: Bertha
James
Subsequently discussing his official
Lynch
Chicago, March
OK
m.t end fhnno PCTOSS thi riVef
he has not yet obtained the But this was unsuccessful, and the
Rehnhnth
1. Adams opinion Preston aaid he had a poor
lUVTrtnlpv
Denver, Colo., March
county;
president of the International Typo- that
'on of a boy who lacked sufficient graphical Union has officially declared names .of all the players, but is add- bill was finally passed. In order to
pendence to play hookey when the strike to be "unauthorized, ille- ing a name or two to the list every
day.
signs were auspicious.
(Continued on Page Seven.)
gal and unwarranted."
.
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THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.
VEST FELT LIKE CRYING
Walacle, Va., Dec. 28. Mrs. Mary
Vest, of this place, "I hadn't been
very well for three years, and at last
I was taken bad.
I could not stand
on my feet, I had such pains. I ached
all over. I felt like crying all the
time. Mother insisted on my trying
Cardui. Now I feel well, and do
nearly all my housework." No medicine for weak and ailing women, has
been so successful as Cardui. It goes
to the spot, relieving pain and diswomanly
up
tress, and building
strength, in a way that will surely
please you. Only try it once.
MRS.

GEORGE AND I KNOW
Where to

Go for

Groceries

GEORGE WASHINGTON NEVER LIED.

That's why he had the confidence of millions, and

why we resptct him to this day and always will.

WE DO NOT NEED TO
Aisrepresent our Merchandise,
sell have stood the test of time.

The Brands we

ASK THOSE WHO HAVE
Traded with us whether or not they like the way
we do business.

inter

Grocery Co.

WE G IVE CASH

ALL

WITH

KFGISTFE TH'Kf
CASH

of Albuquerque. No sleigh bolls wera
on hand and the drivers hooked cow
bells on the necks of their horses,
Many of the horses were not shod
Bad blood does not always come as
properly for snow and fell on the
result of careless living, or indisstreets, those hauling wagons and the
cretions ; it is a condition frequently
sleighs alike. The heavy snowfall re- inherited.
Normal, healthy blood
sulted in many leaking roofs this contains millions
of
red corpusThe snow was wet and cles, which are the tiny
morning.
and
vitalizing
heavy and when the warmth of the
nourishing element of the circulation,
rooms below began to melt the snow their
office being to provide every
close to the roof the water began to
of the system with its necesleak through." Albuquerque Tribune portion
In
sary strength and nutriment.
Citizen.
weak, impure blood these corpuscles
Returned to Italy Nine Italians are lacking in numbers, and therefore
from the Rocky
Mountain
camps the blood is not able to supply the
south of here left yesterday evening proper amount of nourishment to the
for Milan, Italy, whore they will body. Bad blood manifests itself in
THE DAILY HOVHD UP.
several months with their many ways, With some it takes the
spend
home people and again return to Col- form of skin diseases and eruptions,
fax county. The entire expense of others become bilious and malarious,
Then Laugh.
Huild for yourself a strong box,
transportation from Raton to Milan, with sallow complexions, torpid liver,
which includes railroad fare to New etc. Bad blood produces Rheumatism,
Fashion each part with care;
board Catarrh, Sores and Ulcers, Scrofula
When it's strong as your hands can York, third class steamship
and passage across the Atlantic and like troubles. Nothing is equal
make it,
to S. S. S. as a remedy for bad blood;
amounts to $S2, a remarkably reasonPut all your troubles there;
it is the greatest of ail blood purifiers,
of
failof
able
rate
for
Hide there all thought
your
travelling
possessing not
Rathe distance around the globe.
ures
only the qualities
And each hi Iter cup that you quaff: ton Range.
to cleanse and
Lock all your heartaches within it
Two Arrests for Pistol
Toting
purify the blood,
Then sit on the lid and laugh.
old Western Union
M. Abila, a
but composed of
messenger boy, is srheduled to stand
roots, herbs and
Tell no one else its contents,
trial for "pistol toting'' at El Paso, a
barks that tone
Never its secrets share;
big revolver being found in his hip
up every part of
messpn-- ;
When you've dropped in your care pocket. Abila is an
the sj'stem, and
and worry
assist in the ere-ger boy and holdups have been so fre-- j
Keep them forever there;
quent of late, his rnmpanion states, ation of blood nutriment. S. S. S.
M.
Hide them from sight so completely that he decided to arm himself.
cures Rheumatism,, Catarrh, Skin
That the world will never dream A Salazar was arretted Sunday night Diseases, Sores and Ulcers, Scrofula, ;
half;
by the police and a charge of carrying Blood Poison and all other blood dis- '
U. Hernandez, E. orders.
S. S. S. makes good blood,
Fasten the strong box securely
a dirk preferred.
Then s.- - on 'he lid and laugh!
Martinez, J. Griego, It. Rodriguez, I. and good blood makes good health.
Flores and J. Gandara were arrested Book on the blood free to all.
THE SWIFT BPEOII'13 CO., Atlanta, Ga..
the police Sunday night on a
B.
Chicken Thieves
j by
Apprehended
of
L. Joseph and B. Spikes,
vagrancy.
negroes, charge
7 o'clock
this morning. As a
for
were arrested at Albuquerque
No Action on Site That the pres- - until
the
trees,
fences, wires and
chicken stealing.
result,
fix
not
for
site
the
will
ent congress
Death of Mrs. Abel Tafoya Mrs. the Urs Vegas posioffice, for which so forth were dipped in ice crystals,
Abel Tafoya, who had been ill for sev-- I appropriation was made some time deposited by the fog coming in conThe crysMrs. ago, but that the succeeding congress tact with these objects.
eral days, died at Las Vegas.
were
to
from
a
tals
half an
fourth
survived
her
is
husband,
statement
by
the
Tafoya
will do so readily is
She had resided in Las Vegas since made to George A. Fleming, secre- inch in thickness. The trees in the
and along the streets presented
her birth.
tary of the Commercial club of Las plaza
an unusually beautiful sight in the
AnW.
H.
a
in
from
in
letter
Measles Spread
Albuquerque
Vegas,
and kodak
"Measles continue to spread through- drews, delegate from New Mexico. early morning sunlight
fiends missed the chance of their lives
out the city and in the last few days Mr. Andrews states he has received
if they did not take some pictures of
a number of new cases have devel- - the bill drafted by the joint commit
this rare scene."
the
in
both
and
the
Highlands
oped,
tee of the Commercial Club and the
The
Citiyesterday was
lowlands." Albuquerque Tribune
jjas Vegas club fixing the site for lo- from 15 temperature
to 32 degrees and the averzen.
cation on Douglas avenue now partial- age relative humidity was 94 per cent.
Estancia
Changes jly occupied by the First Presbyterian The
Daily Herald
average depth of snow on the
Hands Allan Barett has bought and; church, and has presented it. Mr.
at 6 p. m. was 4.2 inches and a
take charge of the Estancia Daily drews says the various committees ground
of 5.7 inches was recordHerald. It is to be hoped that the have ceased reporting bills for this total depth
ed. The precipitation for the 24 hours
editorial
the
steer
will
new editor
the Las Vegas
session. Otherwise
undated would ending at 6 a. m.
the stormy Socia.is-- '
craft from out
6
tic waters into the peaceful harbors of j be passed. The
was agreed upon j a m
to(Jay
degrees
of
the
Republican principles
by leading men of both sides
Marriage Licenses A marriage li- Tiver as the most appropriate and
to convenient location.
cense was issued at Albuquerque
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
John C. Campbell, aged 24. and Lillie
Take LAX ATI V E BROMO Quinine Tnhlet
M. Edgar, 20. The bride is from Cut- RARE PHENOMENON SEEN
DruKKtsts iefund money if it alls to cure K
ter, X. M., and the groom from
IN SANTA FE TODAY.
W. GROVE'S siRnaturels on each box. 25
isA
Colo.
marriage license was
sued at Las Vegas to Matias Herrera.
Fog of Last Night Helped Crystallize;
aged 35, of Armenta, and Bersabel
Trees Which Presented Beautiful
Salazar, aged 19, of Gonzales.
Sight in Sunlight.
O.
District Attorney
Quaranitned
T. Toombs of Clayton, district attor
Santa Feans awoke this morning to
ney for Union county, is quarantined see a rare phenomenon
here the
I have a a e'assortment of
in his home because of the illness of branches of trees everywhere frosted
his little child with scarlet fever. Mr. of "crystallized" in a strange manner.
Samples for LADIES SUITS
ex-- j
Toombs hopes to be released from
a
the
COATS JACKETS or SKIRTS
weather
sight
Explaining
quarantine in time to prosecute the pert said today: A dense fog envel-- ;
I Guarantee a good fit. Prices
cases on the criminal docket at the oped Santa Fe from 8 p. m. yesterday
are
moderate.
March term of the district court for
Union county, which will begin Mon-$100 REWARD, $100.
CALL AND EXAMINE MY LINE
The readers of this paper will be
day in Clayton. In case Mr. Toombs
AND SYLES.
i3 unable to be present in court it is pleased to learn that there is at least
one dreaded disease that science has
likely a special prosecutor will be
been able to cure in all its stages, and
101 Washington Ave
Jefferson Raynolds Resigns- After that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
having served since its creation by is the only positive cure now known
the legislature as a member of the to the medical fraternity. Catarrh be-board of trustees of the Las Vegas ing a constitutional disease, requires
Hall's
treatment.
has a constitutional
land grant, Jefferson Raynolds
.
presented his resignation to Clarence Catarrh Cure is taken internally, act-J. Roberts, judge of the Fourth judi- - ing directly upon the blood and mucial district.
The resignation has cous surfaces of the system, thereby
been, accepted and Judge Roberts has destroying the foundation of the dis-appointed Hallet Raynolds, son of the ease, and giving the patient strength
retiring trustee, m succeed Mr. Ray--j by building up the constitution and Cor. Palace and Washington Avenues.
nolds. Increasing business responsi- - assisting nature in doing its work.
bilities made it impossible for Mr. The proprietors have so much faith in
Raynolds to continue longer on the its curative powers that they offer
One Hundred Dollars for any case
board.
Sleigh Bells and Leaking Roofs at that it fails to cure. Send for list of

LADIES TAILORING
Suits, Skirts, Jackets, ;Coats,
Capes and One Piece Dresses.
We extend to the Ladies of Santa Fe
a cordial invitation to inspect our line

garments, which
the finest we have?ever
shown, and the prices most reasonable.

of

one-thir- d

rJ

PUKCHSl--

1, 1911.

New Spring and Summer
Line Samples Just Received

OFTEN INHERITED

j

j

Telephone No. 40.

Southern Corner Plaza. Santa Fe.

of

WEDNESDAY, MARCH

nun m nnn

"This morning a num-sleighs appeared on the streets!

Albuquerque

bcr

j

XL

made-to-measu-

re

is by far

Do

Not Overlook This Opportunity, 'Give Us a Call.

j

IF YOU

Would keep your
Children well" keep
their feet dry and
We Have
EVERTHINU
FOOT- - V E A R

IN BOYS

IN RUBBER
T H E BEST

and GIRLS SHOES

and SHOES

YOU.

FOR

HOSIERY.
see

Selipan

j

warm.

Leggings, Boots etc.
Shoe

John Pf lueger Specialist

Bros. Co.

P. O. Box 219

Phone 36

ii

ii

Base Ball
Stock

Base Ball

Stock

-'

!

An-wi-

EUGENiO ROMERO
LUMBER & COAL YARD
Lumber and all kinds
of building material

A

T

j

Lump, nut and
mine run coal

YARD ON HICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

ZZX.V

I

8e

t.

Ord-wa-

Phone Red 100

Phone Red 100

pce

,

Ladies Attention

j

THOttAS K DELGADO, Mgr.

More Complete Than Ever Before
SEE OUR 1911 LINE

t

THE

HERE'S

WONDER

WORKER!

Agent for

VICTOR SPORTING GOODS

j

This engine can be attached to your
pump and working In ten minutes
after you take it off your wagon. No
belts, arms- - pump jack or fixtures to
buy. No special platform to build.

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

1

j
j

-

msmum$st

il

Julius Muralter

j

Screened

j

-

j

Pumps from 400 to 1000 gals, per hour.
Can be used for other work when not
pumping. Has special pulley for this
purpose. Let me demonstrate it to you.

fits

axy pi mp
and Makes It Hump

I

i

ELKS' THEATRE

sale

&

Retail

FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN

FRIDAY, MARCH 3rd.

POTATOES and
SALT.

The United Play Company (Inc)
presents the Pearl of Dramatic

PHONE
BLACK

45

GRAJN HODSE IN SANTA

LtO HERSCK

PHONE
BLACK

FE- -

45

CAD CATC Impmed

We Have Built Up

Modern Residences for Rent.
533tf

OUR LIVERY STABLE
s
caters to those who want a
outfit. All of our horses are
live ones, and sleek In appearance.
We will fill your order promptly,
satisfactorily and at a moderate price.

throughly

unconventional dramatic product a
with music.

THE CLARENDON GARDEN

and The GIRL'

Tif'

giving the
pubic something unique in theme,
rich in quaint humor, illustrated
with music that consistently belongs to the situation in which
it is placed.
Seats Now Selling at Fischer's
Prices, 75c, $1.00 and $1.50.

That is the Chief Factor in the perfecting of a
prescription. So far as the law is concerned
every druggist is on an equal footing, but it
takes years of experience for a druggist to
perfect his knowledge.

ZOOICS PHARMACY.

Palace Ave.

first-clas-

The Biggest Success in Years

is

103

F. M. JONES.

THE RIG YOU WANT
is here. Whether it be a runabout,
bugg, surrey or road wagon, we
can furnish you with one that will
make your drive a pleasure.

Musical Theme by
Joseph Carl Breil

"THE CLIMAX"

and unimproved

City Properly, Orchards
of the finest Fruit and
Espanola Valley with the Very Best of water rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.!;

UR

jiLL and Rancks; Also a number
Alfalfa Ranches in the

It was the talk of New York City
It will be the talk of this City.

For You Now
"Get Your Flowers, The
TIME, The PLACE

Telephone 85

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
1

By EDWARD LOCKE

novel and

85

52- 3-

F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo,
Address:
Ohio.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for

CLIMAX

An absolutely

Lump

CERKILL0S

testimonials.

THE

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE

Telephone

Purity

Sole Agents For
'MERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.

RATON
YANKEE

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithirp Coal. Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and KindliEg.
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
Z"rlEZT.rie?ol

j

I

Who!

Tailor.

j

UUKJVlLcY.

rKAAMV

j

1

;

WHOLESALE

AND RETAIL

LIVERY STABLE

B. P. WILLIAMS

WE HANDLE LUMBER
Succesor to
In large quantities and have tvery
& RISING
WILLIAMS
modern facility tor furnlnhlng th
very best rough or dressed
Lumber
Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY
of every descrlntlon.
We are thus Phone us, wewillbegladtocallforyour
enabled to make the very best prices aundry n Mondaye and Tuesdays
on Thursdays and Fridays
for Lumber of such high grade. and deliver
All work is guaranteed; y&sr
We will be pleased to figure on your
socks are mended and buttons
contracts.
sewed on you shirts, without

Charles W. Dudrow

extra charge.

PHONE RED

ExperienceThat
Is What Counts.

122.

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Morses.

CALL

UP
'

'Phone 9

CHAS. CL0S50N

Wteir

in

in H e

fterf f Jknytthrj
UTOY LIKE

Drivers Faribbed.

Don Gaapar Ave.

PHONH RED WS.

'HI

Your prescription filled by us will be filled
right, because our experience gives us the
right knowledge' of prescriptions filling and
aids us in proper selection of tle right kind

f

of drugs.

ZOOICS PHARMACY.

(

x

U6l 'I HOdVW 'AVQS3NQ3M
HAPPY

rnE

RESULTS.

No wonder scores of Santa Fe citizens grow enthusiastic. It is enough
to make anyone happy to find relief
after years of suffering. Public statements like the following are but
truthful representations of the daily
vfurn done in Santa Fe by Doan's

SANTA FE XEV7 MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

I exceed 90,000 of which
approximate-- I
ly 0,000 killed were trespassers. More

ROOSEV ELT EATS

A'W3fSdEmj

person were killed and injured
railroad operations during the
len years man auring me uivii
Probation Is Urged.
Probation of prisoners to make usefill citizens instead of hardened crinii;,"'-of 'hem, now is proposed
in
v.w'.i
Illinois wun a plan wnien
the endorsement of tne Central llow1

51
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BUST

PHONOGRAPH

-

Two Orders Shirred Eggs
Besides Broiled Chicken

THi

Taken Its Measu.
The Albuquerque Ti:i.--.';t-i,
l! lias
an i;':..inn
occupying
ai n the devil ami
i. ..
For business reasons i v.
j, "'
','irse the busybodies v. :, v re at
;. r Jury
Wimii'npton malignine.
iitil trying to defeat - ;.t.. ,,. and
,...
m
t'ir obvious reasons it
'ho h; :d onthose busy bod''
!y carried to Washing '" :
- of
corruption which is,,. Tn;.
had printed dir. ;!
day.
;.
h before and after
ui
a' election.
The Tinn.-M':oiroi:- ver, gets out of it, tie: v
!.
vicl.v, though, by charging tha
torious majority had w conduct d

s

fruit, and it is true of both m an
trees that the bearers are the
'1 he
at who'ii tlie clubs are ,.y .:n.
Republican party of New Mcxif
rolls the names of many an n WHO
have been subject to the most si- u
riloiis a' tacks of the opposition

tac

Tone purity,
Kidney Pills.
of opeToribio Rodriguez, 110 Johnson St.,
u ualle J
ration
um
durability
Stant Fe, X. M., says: "Two and a
a rd Ass'v ::'t;r.ii
in Chicago,
wlii.-- ii
and
half years ago I gave a statement for,
Trimmings
T he Place to
finds wet '"or rf'.Kis.i! prisoners frm
buy
publication in regard to my experi- n t
Mnd licnitentinrirs;
hv
l;iils
,,i',..r
them is
the
ence with Doan's Kidney Pills. To
i
n;
n
PFiRF
day I am stronger In my praise
lll.lliLU I Wll I kMWk. the prevention of crime is thi n
The Santa Fe Trail
this remedy than iver. I suffered ll bill
yet they have held the snot, or itid
oi ten years' work by various 1,".:
on blence of their political ;;sucia-- i
greatly from disordered kidneys, the
Warren F. Sp.ihl
'os, and have accomplished
Curio Store
pains in my back beiDg so acute at Mayoralty Contest in Chicago al expert
gn at
F. Kmorv Yvon
Boston,
times that I had to stop work and sit
The (listilings for the territory.
'!;
on the Price
Hinges
den! (if the Central Howard Asso-i:- e
down. The trouble steadily
.inline of men aituinst whom evil bus,'
grew
of Gas.
worse and I rarely knew what it was
Ifon sioi ti. would rob history of
jtion; !ind prominent members of the
Civic Federation of Chicago haw :
to be free from an ache or pain of
Messed mankind since tin dawn of
some kind. Soon after I began using
zlod their brains to evolve a
Chicago, March 1 Who will
And the uisearding of
hv
civilization.
Doan's Kidney Pills, my pains and
citizens of New Mexi.o against whom
that international figure, the which would lie satisfactory to al! and
aches disappeared and niy back be"This
vil has been uttered would necesssuccessor to Senator Lorimer, if the solve a state wide problem.
came strong."
itate the importing of competent men
be taken from him by the pres- - would be a great boon to the
toga
Remember the name Doan's and
oi tne ren- as to make the rhnrces .seem to manage the affairs of statte. The
r th now Senate which si"u oupennienaem.
mt
take no other.
HOW ard Association.
a
"it
Meanwhile, the paper con- men who have borne the brunt of the
is
Thiatral
plausible.
Mornli
Intn
hdni
.
it
llliw
in"
Will
"
Such i law ceals its delight at the presidential fight the men at whom the clubs have
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
o nrnhtom that nnrtprlios not nnlv measure badly needed.
cents.
Co.,
Buffalo, th
mayoralty contest, but has Droved of great benefit to In approval of the constitution-- - Ari- been thrown are entitled to the
New York, sole agents for the United
port and confidence of the people, arid
a few other issues, i he growing con- diana, Ohio, Minnesota, and Wiscon- zona Republican.
States.
especially that of their associates. I.e!
viction that failure to unseat Lort sin. It would cover the minor offenStand by the Stand Eyes.
us endeavor to be just in this matter
mer not only would create wide ders who are now sent to the workIt is an old saying that you will find by standing true to those who are our
time? out of ten
nine
where
house,
for
and
trouble
the
Republican
spread
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
also Democratic parties has made the they learn little from the work assign- the clubs in the trees that here the friends in in ed. I'ecos Valley News.
need of a successor who is thorough- ed to them, are a drain upon the state
trusted as to integrity and ability or city, raise taxes, and emerge with
ly
To Suite Every Purse
MASONIC.
We can lambast him all we
size.
The revela- the stigma of jailbird added to their
peculiarly important.
we
can
to
him
and
trounce
beat
present
Incompetency.
please;
previous
EDITORIAL
Montezuma Lodge No tions concerning the patronage and Every effort would be made to
FLUSHES.
the band; we can call him every hard
get
other inducements offered by former
1, A. F. & A. M. Roe
on the calendar, and be don't
name
on probation work.
men
the
Every
deLorimer
whom
Senator
Hopkins,
ular communication
man convicted for minor
dare to say a word because we are
offenses
Ranging From $15
first Monday of eac feated, have removed him from have
A False Alarm.
as Jiig and ab.i as he is and a
would not lose
which
they
just
jobs
the
Congressamong
possibilities.
a
Masonic ha
month
Helen, New Mexico, is getting up club, or a horsewhip in his bands
Society in genman George E. Foss was found politi- if given probation.
at 7.30 p. m.
some agitation in the hope of being has no terror for us.
men
themselves
eral
and
in
the
parH. H. DORMAN,
cally weak and former Senator Wilmade the state capital, but ihe indThe Kditor well, to get down to
Master liam E. Mason, whom Chicago calls ticular would profit under such a ications are, the people of the new
law."
of some good people
the
same
Mason
much
in
the
way
"Billy"
CHAS. E. LINNEY, Secretary.
state will be content for it to remain who vernacular
will tell the story in a few
Gas the Real Issue.
know,
that the country calls Roosevelt "TedFe.
El Paso Times.
at Santa
As
word3. "Well, he aint no good."
The price of gas in Chicago is the
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1 dy," may again occupy the seat. His
as
so
all
the boy said in his school essay, he's
real
issue
far
in
and
R. A. M.
unions
candidates
with
labor
the
Regular con strength
Too Previous.
one of them fcl.ers who writes all
vocation second Monday of the rural counties is due to the popu- for mayor but Merriman are concernColonol Berger is out with the can- kinds of mean
each month at Masonic lar measures he sponsored in Con- ed, the city ordinance fixing the rate
things about people;
of Belen for the New .Mexico
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
smokes a corn cob pipe and thinks
gress, rural free delivery, pure food which Roger Sullivan's Gas Company didacy
of
A New
is
it
the
state
"logical he's got the whole town by the tail.
capital, saying
JOHN H. WALKER, H. P. laws and the postal savings bank can charge having expired.
For the
A little early, ain't you CoBe
point."
AB.THUF. SELIGMAN, Secretary.
The boy was wise in his day and
bill.
Whether he will leave a lucra- time being the company can charge
lonel? And then, you know
what
to see
before
and he told the unvarnishtive law practice, his friends refuse any old price it thinks expedient and
go.
generation,
to New Orleans
on the ed truth.
Where- happened
Santa Fe Commander No to say.
Republican leaders recall, the city cannot say it nay.
Huron Range.
point'1
"logical
theory.
1, K. T.
But the edittor docs many things
Regular conclav however, that in 1S96 Mason debated fore, the fact that Candidate Andrew
( fourth
Monday in each the free silver issue with Bryan and J. Graham refuses to disclose "who
besides write about all the had things
The Straight Tip.
ic
He is putting up" for his campaign is sigmonth at
Hall at won back thousands of votes.
on earth. Sometimes, when he is not
If the House Committee on Terri- too
7:30 p, m.
nificant.
It is well known that the
is one of the sturdy,
bilious, he throws a boquet at
or
of
reads
all
the
thousand
CHAS. A. WHEELON, E. C. "spell binders" and was the last Sen- sum runs into the hundreds of thou- tories
he tells of some good
somebody;
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
ator from Illinois whose election was sands.
The expiration of the part more aflidavits from New Mexico things that are done in the world; he
of the gas ordinance last week was which reached Washington Saturday records the births, the marriages and and inexpensive, and should be kept
never attributed to 'a barrel."
Santa Fe Lodge ot Perfection No. V
AFTER GRIP
by the Chairman of the Gas and today they will have more infor- the deaths of his constituents: and in order that all spare time of men
explained
Railroad
Rerenchments.
14th degree. Ancient and Accepted
and
Electric
Light committee of the mation on New Mexico from better when they pass across the trail, if and teams can be uscu to the best ad- That proposed railroad retrenchScottish Rite of Fiee Masonry meeti
Alderman Pringle, in this sources than they ever had before.
On the small farm all that
Look Out For Trouble.
there are good things to be said, li 3 vantage.
on the third Monday of each montt ments must not be at the expense of Council,
rate has expired Raton Range.
"The
way:
of th- - grip are apt
The
or
of
of
the
says them, and if there are bad tilings is necessary is a small Fresno seraemployes
public
at 7:30 o'clock In the evening in safety
no new schedule ready
to be serious, but a normal healthy
he throws the sweet mantle of char- per, a plow, and a plank drag.
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza is the contention of the League for and there is
to submit as yet. From tomorrow on
All the Same.
ity over the past and hides the frail-itie- s
in lpvelintr the first thine to do is condition may be restored in a sur- Visiting Scottish Rite MasonB are cor Public Safety, the advisory board of
a
A
a
new
us
in
is
sends
until
picschedule
friend
there
Paso
El
of
of
cloak
adopted
the
time by Vinol.
soon.
under
meet
will
in
The
which
humanity
Chicago
dially invited to attend.
to decide just how the land can be prising short
The ture of Pascual Orozco, the Mexican silence.
Wis. 'After a severe
decision against rate advances called will be no fixed rate on gas.
Watcrtown,
S. SPIT :, 32.
least
the
put into shape by moving
new schedule will not be long in com insurrecto chief.
We surely appre- attack of the Gripie my system was
Some people have an idea that the amount of dirt.
Venerable Master forth statements from railroad execuA good way to bein a wry weakened, nervous and runHENRY F. STEPHJEN3, 32,
tives that expenses would be cut. ing through. If 1 were to predict, ciate the courtesy, but looking at the editor's life is the happiest and jolli
gin is to set stakes to represent bor- down condition. 1
Pas est life under the sun.
President Baer of the Philadelphia & I would make the time about a month picture we have our doubts.
began taking Vinol
He roams
locaSecretory.
be
see
how
and
may
they
Revision downward?
Well, may be a great general and illustrious around town; lie talks to Tom, to Dick ders,
best
the
with
results and in a
very
Reading said: "There will be a cur- hence.
reted in order to obtain the best
tailment of railroad expenditures and one might be safe in saying so,' but patriot, but he looks like a cattle rust- - and to Hill; to Mrs. Smith 'and to Mr. sults, it is not necessary that an en- short time I began to feel like an enB. P. O.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E. if the result shall bring about a gen- at. the same time I wouldn't want to lor. Register Tribune.
Jones; he cracks a joke here and he tire field should lie level, but only that tirely different irson and I am betholds Its regular session on the sec- eral reduction in wages and in mater- be the one to make the statement
cracks a joke there; anil all that he the soil within a bolder be so; and ter and stronger than I have been for
If there is a
ond and fourth Wednesday of eacto ial and supplies, in the end railroads this far in advance.
The Croaker and the Liar.
ever does is to make a few notes in each border may drop lower or rise years.'' Adelaide Gamni. (We guarmonth. Visiting brothers are Invited will suffer no more than the general revision it will be revision downward
Any town is a pretty good old place his little book, and the "devil" does higher than the one adjoining without antee this testimonial to b? genuine.)
Some roads have begun re- and
We have never sold in our store
and welcome.
gas Is certainly not an im- till the croaker begins to croak again the rest.
A. J. FISCHER,
public."
in either!
any serious inconvenience
i. D. SENA.
Exaltei Ruler trenchments in previous cases by re- possibility." The gas company made or the liar begins to lie in its favor.
of the man behind the seeding
Borders such a valuable strength creator and
This
or
picture
harvesting.
health restorer for the convalescent,
Secretary.
ducing track inspection and lessen- net 40 per cent on its annual receipts Then if you have the rare intellectual gun of a newspaper is a very pretty should not be spaced too wide. Forty-fivweak and
as Vinol, and
balance needed in such cases you will one, and we only wish it. were tne
ing other safeguards against accidents in 1910 of $l3,n::0,319 at the
to sixty feet will be a good width the
we ask people in this vicinity to try
and wrecks.
F. W. FARMER.
cut. off a few of the cioaks and be-- true one
Reducing the wreck rate.
if the field is at all sloping; and it is
alas, it is not.
a bottle of Vinol with the understandwaste is one of the most fruitful
Homestead No. 2879.
lieve a few of the lies and take a j
Defender of Flat Life.
There are many thorns in the flesh not best to make them more than 100 ing that their money will be returned
fields of endeavor for railroad manaBrotherhood of American Yeoman
The city flat nas found a champion chance with the old residents on the of the
levis
land
the
when
even
everyday newspaper man. of feet apart,
Meet Second and Fourth Thursdays, gers who need more net earnings, in Chicago against, the charges that it place pulling through. Rio Grande
if it does not. do all we claim for it.
which his readers rarely dream. His el. Locate each border definitely and The
Delgado's Hall.
according to bulletins of the League. is responsive for many sins against Republican.
Capital Pharmacy.
bed is not a bed of roses by any mark it by throwing up a couple of
H. Foreman C. G. Richie,
Only 30 per cent of the roads have ad- childhood, family life and musical asis
or
in
other
that
way
any
Like all men in public life, furrows,
means.
Cor. Sec. Mrs. Daisy Farmer.
vanced beyond the "train order" sys- pirations.
A real estate dealer who
Who Wouldn't Smile?
the crops to try on newly leveled fields.
Then beginning
he has friends good and true and convenient.
tem inaugurated when the telegraph took up the defense said: "Flat life
Hon. Solomon Luna's smile is even he also has friends of totally different high cud of the field, work out the They do nof occupy the 30il for a
came into use in 1845.
Those which is here and still coming and demands more childlike and bland than usual
Independent Order ot Beavers.
first border, taking all excess dirt great length of time, and can stand
cr.Ior.
Santa Fe Dam No. 80, I. O. B. holds have adopted signal safeguards, such a progressive and intelligent way of these
when he thinks how the
days
from the high places and spreading an excess of water in any place that
of
unlike
the
The
Its regular session at 8 p. m. Friday as the Harriman lines, have greatly
editor,
in the low places. In happens to be low, perhaps, better
leasing. Whether it 13 an agency in sheep on his Socorro county range that of clientage
any other business man, is it where needed
evening of each week at Elks' Lodge reduced accidents and loss of life and the development of higher civilization will soon be fairly hidden in the new
I lis wares, unlike sandy soils the borders should not be than a majority of the crops grown
almost universal.
Room. Visiting Brothers are always property and increased traffic move or in the evolution of human
in this region.
progress
In fact, Don Solomon those in
Then too, the surface
grass.
other line of business, more than 200 or :;00 feet in length,
welcome.
ments and revenues per day over I do not know, but I do know, through grownthat the
are already kick- never wearanynut, or are used
on clay soil no limit need be set is left in an exxcellent condition for
says
but
sheep
One
up.
EDWARD C. BURKE,
their tracks.
The last Interstate my observation and experience,
that ing up their heels in anticipation of
For the locations of correcting slight inequalities in level
or black ink on a piece for the length.
MANUEL B. OTERO,
President. Commerce report showed that the there is not one personal
quarrel the pleasure of it all. Socorro Chief- (fatal smudge make or
if they are that may yet remain.
When these
the
borders,
especially
may
may
paper,
unmake;
Secretary.
joi
year's total of killed and injured will where there used to be ten. I think tain.
that a corrections are made, the soil should
it
is
almost,
necessary
long,
a
him
send
or
him
give
reputation
to
flats
have
it is safe
say that
These may be pur- be ready to put in alfalfa or any
down to the depths of ruin and disas-j.er- . level be used.
Belen Wants Boy Scouts.
brought about in less than two deother crop that will be on the land
Permachased for about $1S to $20.
for years, with no fear of drowning
The organization of bands of ISoy
cades, thorough assimilation of new
at.
NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
be
the
should
built
nent
borders
!
com-Nor is it altogether the sins cr
ideas by personal contact with ten- Scouts throughout the country is conout
the lower levels.
These
be
Great advanshould
of
time
leveling.
i iswell, New Mexico.
ants, more radical liberations from ducive to much good for the benefit mission thf.t threaten the sleeu of Uie just high enough to control the move- tage in operation results from the use
cus-who
man
wields
He
is
a
'
quill.
narrow and vicious opinions, intol- of the youth of our land.
The high
"The West Point of the Southwest"
ment of water, and should be wide of well built boxes and gates for the
turn-out- s
erant religious and political differen- ideals embodied in the constitution sed and discussed just as much for
and other control of water.
Ranked by United States War Departthose things that are left unsaid as enough to prevent any danger of their A
ces and radical prejudices
than has and
s
of the organization place
ment as "Distinguished
or
Institution."
subsequent bu..etin will treat of
down
by machinery
dragged
being
was
to
for
ever
he
expressions given
ever come to mankind from any this important force for good in the
these more fully.
Army officers detailed by War DepartIf he does, he is coi- - washed down by the running water.
source in the same length of time." highest rank among the moral and the public.
J. H. SQT'IRES.
A
ment.
and
convenient
very
satisfactory
Their champion urged that leases physical agencies of this country for 'signed to outer darkness, if he doei way to build such borders is to drag
Agronomist.
a
warm
is
he
Thorough Academic course, preparing
given
resting pla ji
should not all be dated May 1 or Oct- the betterment of our boys' welfare. not,
OHup the dirt with a scraper and deyoung men for college or business life.
ober 1, to make renting easy and rent- In this organization, the very name t n the outer side of the river Styx posit it along the lines of the border; FREQUENT MISTAKE MADE
Great annunt of open air work. Health- and take it as a whole he is contin-- t
On the contrary, fiat is an
als profitable.
IN EDUCATING CHILDREN
where it should be smoothed into the
Inspiration for love of country
ip it Inratinn nf any Military Crtinnl in
nually "between the devil and tne
life, which is growing at an astonish- and patriotism.
should
If the borders are
Every parent
desired shape.
the Union.
Located in the beautiful
sea."
BnnB
in honmp deeji
ing rate, has been accused of mena- - Tt(Aii)3a final,
a broad base and slowly Parents and Instructors Forget That
.
Oh yes! The editor s life is a hap built with
.. . .
recos vaney, me garaen spot or the
,
rJA
morals and ideals of
future
the
'r
cing
.
crops can be grown
Ht
sides,
sloping
nnn
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tryu
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a
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pathway
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city people.
of Boy Scouts.
No better
the sides and top without any
ganization
along
of
sweetest
Quite Alike.
a
with
the
sea level, sunshine every day, but little
flowers,
great
Roosevelt a Big Eater.
The base of such borders
society for inculcating love of home j big scattering of the
of difficulty.
March 1. In an
Wash.,
sharpest
Seattle,
"in or snow during session.
a
is
Theodore
Roosevelt
Feeding
and comrades, and a hven of safety
should not be less than eight to ten
Officers and Instructors, all
serious undertaking, according to the to the youth of the city from the con- thorns which continually jag into the feet wide. After all borders and the address on education of man, woman
from standard eastern cnlleo-e- chef of the Union League Club where taminating influence and curse of sal- tenderest portions of his anatomy. checks or cross borders are complet-- and child, at Moose Hall last night,
..
. .
.
take it with the good and the bad
Profpssor Knox founder and Prci.
was a guest during oons and their
the
of vice and But,
len Du linings, inorougmy
furnished
M;m;l! S(,jence c ,
V- w
with the foul wind and fair; despite ed, it is best to go over each section ,ent of ,
"Colonol iniquity could be suggested.
his recent Chicago visit.
Belen
heated, lighted and modern in all resof
the
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all
true
in
and
up
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of Bryn Mawr at Seattle,
the cussings and the discussing, the
Washingthe
it
when
takes
Roosevelt
prize
Tribune.
pects.
words of cheer and blame, we like it equalities that may have been missed ton, made a number of sensational
f
'X
comes to eating and knowing how to
REGENTS-- E.
in
A. CAfiOON President,
Here
first
the
the
leveling.
again
the same.
statements and illustrations.
He de- i
l
"From the
order food," he said.
!..
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Pattern After Woman's Board of justXo other life
mr g.a. vaiue,
as 11it puiiua
W, G. HAMILTON,
is just like it. Colc.ami Klt th?
wafJ g;ven
at
club
here
he
until
landed
the
time
to
would
like
The
Tribune
Trade
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer;
uul ulcoe tIIU,a mul:"
opinion that there is too much bad in
i
he left after getting outside of the have a Ladies' Civic ,CIub organized fax County Stockman.
it UK'tv
11
man tne nest trained eye.
I
W. M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
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li' "Wl iU 141J1
I
X
ever
saw a man in Belen for the purpose of taking up
!
biggest breakfast
13 free and abundant supply of water
and W. A. FINLAY.
FOR
CROP
REASON
FAILURES
be
The erood k!(1p nf life
taueht.
I was constantly on the jump. the
eat
of
the
of
making
city
subjects
ON IRRIGATED LANDS and the field will not need it for some
gnouI), be shown the VQ
He
For particulars and illustrated cataHe started right in when he came Belen more attractive and beautiful.
time, it is well to give it a trial ir-- j aIs0 asserted tnat at tnc"age o 12
lnrimiii mmiL lull
Coi.
,
W.
JAS.
address.
WILSON,
n
..nr.,
I.
I
here and within thirty minutes had cucii an organic...... wuum
logue
i
of
note
all
the
points m,.g the chd had ma(Je
Poorly Leveled Land is Expensj e to rigation; making
Ug
sent some refreshments to his room. useiumess 10 tne en v.
Superintendent.
ciuu in una
that are either low or high, and cor- - mind what ,Q foow and ghou,d ,)e en
Watep an(J Unsatisfactorv yield
Not many hours later he was order- nature with the sole purpose of en-reeling these as soon as the soil is collraged ln ifs paDS
Is Sure to Result
ln evi(knW! of
him over until gaging into devising ways and means j
ing more food to
dl"y'
this he pointed out the success of
the banquet of the evening scheduled for making-ou- r
cii.v beautiful by the j
One thing that must be borne in Edison and declared any child in the
Many crop failures on the irrigated
for 7. I lay awake part of the first planting of trees, plants, flowers, etc.. land8
of New Mexlc0 may be traCd to mind is that where any large anion n' audience could be as
great as Edison
41
r.f
til.
out
nifiAna
((a
for
next
the
plans
night figuring
aiuuiiu Llie liumc "
v.wo.io, u. ;iu tV leVe lie rathpr fhan tn any of earth is hauled into a low place if given the opportunity. He brought
No sooner had orning our public parks and making other cause
morning's breakfast.
under the control of the the level of the land will be destroy- a number of children on the stage
I finished than I had to begin my calsuggestions to other civic organiza- farmer.
are ed by this soil settling after the first and showed by measurements and
Poorly leveled lands
culations for the luncheon."
That tions for work along these lines would expensive to
both with re- few irrigations, unless allowance
Is other ways that no two children are
Irrigate,
folSuch ordo wonders in a few years.
biggest breakfast consisted of the
gard to amount of water and the made for this and a slight excess of alike and declared the idea of teachlowing: Strawberries, broiled chick- ganizations are iu active work in amount of labor
required; and in ad- soil is moved in. This is hard to es- ing all alike was an error. He said
en, hashed brown potatoes, two orders many cities and villages in the eastdition, the plants in the different timate, and for this reason it is well that was the reason nineteen out of
of shirred eggs, wheat cakes and
ern states and also in some cities of parts of the field are so unequally wa- that the field be not seeded to a per"How can we make
twenty failed.
New Mexico, where they become large tered that
unsatisfactory crops are the manent crop, like alfalfa, the first a success when we are taught failfactors in doing much good work for result. The machinery necessary for year alter any decided leveling.
The ures continually from the time we beEl Paso Boys Arrested in Las Cru- - their communities.
The city of Bel leveling on the small farm is simple small brans are
the
best
perhaps
gin to think?"
ces Deputy Sheriff Moreno found
en has man"1 energetic ladies who
two boys, strangers to Las Cruces, have plenty of spare time for work
trying to sell two bicycles. From the of this kind and if once interested in
fact that the bicycles were almost new such occupation would find it present30 H. P.
and the boys were offering them for ed a delightful and profitable diver$1,500
$3 and $4 the deputy sheriff suspected sion of their spare time. Belen TribI
M-r-'
m
- m
We repair an 1 care for all makes
that they had been stolen and took une.
ND SUPPLIES.
After a little
the boys to the jail.
for backache, rheumatism, kidney or bladder trcuble, and urinary irregularities.
questioning they broke down and conThe Editor!
GARAGE
fessed that they had taken "the wheels
Pills purify the blood, restore lost vitality and vigor. Refuse substitutes.
Palace Ave.
Ah! there is a chap we can just
Foley's
in El Paso.
about handle.
He is just about our
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THE GAME OF POLITICS.
is often
machine
the
as
has
It
political
though
a
It's
peculiar game.
and
of
the
of
political
graft
a
poas
implement
game
many uncertainties
observed
ker and as many scientific possibili- political tyranny, it may be
of
ties as a game of chess. The average that the most implacable enemy
is
the
machine
and
the
organization
and
it
understands
man hardly ever
It is a the 'friendless politician whose solithe average woman never.
tude is due to his lack of faithfulness
game that is based entirely on human
the ordinary obligations of life. A
to
the
of
law
averages,
nature and the
for better things and higher
contest
fac
hum on nntnrn hpin? the uncertain
the stri
tor and the law of averages the scien ideals there must always be;
and
is
after
eternal,
to
perfection
ving
hard
be
will
It
very
atic basis
is
chiefly
charming
explain, for instance, that after years perfection
a ocritaiinn fnr rvnr- - cane it is unattainable; but we
i.;,r
hh,. that tho ?r.atest. state 'sometimes find comfort m our politi
i,
wise reflection
in the Union should be in the hands cal failures from that
in of Mark Twain's that "there's a lot of
of bossism, such as is unknown
in mankind" and thus
New Mexico and would not be tolera human nature
those allow- our
for
make
politicians
whose
ted in many a commonwealth
we a,e
numan,
wincn, being
average of culture and education is far lances
To so often called upon to make for each
below that of the Empire state.
the man who does not realize that hu- - other.
man nature averages the same the
WHY IS IT?
world over, it is a bewildering if not
The Rev. Hugh A. Cooper of Albua humiliating spectacle, to witness a
a
X'nited querque, sems to have embarked in
Tammany boss selecting
some years
States Senator for a commonwealth of the boat that was occupied L.
Norman
Rev.
Skinner,
the
by
ago
million
ten
almost
people. Tammany
divine, judging
stands for everything that is deplora- another Presbyterianbefore
the House
from the testimony
ble and corrupt in politics and yet,
Committee on Territories. It has been
Tam
York
of
New
the peopie
permit
noticed in New Mexico, that the gen- many to rule, and on the rare occas- tlemen of the cloth are too prone to
ions when they repudiate the Tam incline
their ears to those who whischoose
many boss, they simply
stories of wickedness and perper
same
characteranother boss with the
versity about political leaders. Not
istics even though of a different party so
long ago, a Presbyterian divine in
name. No wonder "Current Literature Santa Fe,
destroyed his usefulness by
sitYork
of
New
the
speaks as follows
giving voice to such slanders from the
uation and political bosses in general: pulpit and soon thereafter found it
Talk as you may, the
convenient, to seek other pastures.
man of brawn and nerve, the man The writer mentions these Presbyteisn't rian divines, because he happens to
with a defiant swagger who
afraid to curse anybody or to fight be a Presbyterian himself, and has noanybody, who knows what he wants ticed with chagrin that the average
and takes it, who without any doubt preacher absorbs eagerly the stories
conof deviltry a few devoted parishioners
or hesitation or compunction
tell him about other parishioners and
forms his life to
seldom has the judicial poise to go
"The good old rule.... the simple
to the other side for information. Too
plan,
That they should take who have the often, as a consequence, the first
stunt of the new preacher and the
power
last one before he leaves, is to de
And they should keep who can
such a man still appeals to some- nounce the awful depravity of politi
cians and society in New Mexico in
thing unregenerate in the be3t of us,
general, and at the capital in particu
, and extorts a sort of sneaking admirlar. The fault primarily lies with his
When a man of that kind gets
ation.
informers, but as a man of education
leadward
a
he
becomes
into politics
and having a knowledge of human naacer, a district leader, or a city boss
ture he should steer clear of miscording to the amount of intelligence takes of that kind.
Now
take
brawn.
with
the
that goes
a fine pagan animal of that kind, give
The New Mexican is bewildered. At
him brains and a Harvard education first it was informed
that the consti
but no visible vestige of a social con- tution was formulated
by the' liquor
science, add to these endowments interests. Then came another paper
wealth and family prestige, and you and said it was the Santa Fe railroad
get something with a striking resem- that perpetrated the trick. Then
blance to William Barnes, Jr., the came Alfred Henry Lewis in the Cos
new chairman of the Republican state mopolitan and says that the Mor
committee of New York, who was mons are at the bottom of the fiend
"beaten to a frazzle" at the state con- ish outrage. Scarcely had the ink
vention last fall and turned up again dried on that assertion, when Charles
several weeks ago with the whole Edward Russell in the Coming Nation
Republican state organization in his declares:
gripsack.
"The Southern Pacific has been
"The question who is to be Piatt's good enough to design the constitusuccessor, that has been hanging in tion for the new state of New Mexico
suspense for a number of. years, and the character of the instrument is
seems to have been settled at last. enough to make Colis P. Huntington
Barnes is no longer merely the boss arise from the grave with joy. No
ideas of progress for the
of a city or county.
For the time
being, at least, he is a state bos3. He feoutnern Pacific; no nonsense about
no bosh about
defied Hughes, the Republican gover- rule by the people;
democracy
this wonderful
disgraces
and
Root
the
RepubliDepew,
nor;
can Senators; Roosevelt, the Republi- constitution."
how busy undertakers would be
In a measure he
can
Presi- kept if the fate of Ananias were dealt
defied Taft, the Republican
out to all liars!
dent, but Taft though his wishes were
known, disavowed all intention to inTomorrow
Texas
terfere in the party fracas in this
celebrates its
state. Yet by some strange necrom- Fourth of July. On' that date it deancy, and despite the fact that the clared its independence from Mexico
month Sam
people were out gunning for bosses in and the following
all parts of the Union last fall, we Houston
defeated
overwhelmingly
have in New York state, as a net re Santa Anna at San Jacinto.
It was
ten
years later that Texas came into
sult of the election, Murphy, the lea
It had only
der of Tammany Hall, nearer than the Union as a state.
any Tammany boss has before been 150.000 population then, it has 4,000,-00now.
New Mexico should have
in at least a generation to being the
state boss of one party, and Barnes, become a state a few years later,
the most outspoken and least dip- when California was taken in, but
lomatic of all the petty Republican New Mexico was always sort of a
and is given the stepbosses, in control of the state organization of the other party.
It is child's treatment even to this day. If
New Mexico had come in as a state
a shock that dazes even seasoned
No wonder that the country sixty years ago, it, too, might make a
heads.
In geteral can not understand N'nw showing in population and in wealth
that would compare with that of TexYork politics."
To this the Denver Times adds: as, remembering that it has less than
Politics is facinating because it is one half the area of the Lone Star
so primitively human.
In no other state.
of
life
motives
are
and pasthe
phase
Arizona did not cast as many votes
sions of man exhibited with such a
It trips the for its constitution as New Mexico
stark shamelessness.
weak into a fathomless pit of person- cast against the document it formulaThe total vote cast in Arizona
al dishonor; it spurs the strong into ted.
acts of unselfish gratitude that can was only 16,000, while that of New
Evidently patonly find their fellow on the battlef- Mexico was 44,000.
The citizen will stuff a ballot riotism and interest in public affairs
ield.
box or cast the votes of a tardy elec- runs less than one half as high In
tor who would never filch a dime or Arizona than they do in New Mexico.
And
break his wor-- ' to a friend.
Is there more than a coincidence in
that same Uorimer who is now under
discussion in the Senate of the Uni- the fact that the same day that the
ted States for getting thereby alleged cable announced that Emperor Willfraud is loved by the people in the iam had purchased four more latest
Stockyards district of Chicago for the model automobiles, that the press
kindness of his heart, and his gene- published the fact that Ex- - President
rous, personal beneficence. Of course Roosevelt had "purchased" three
it is popular to berate the organiza- Haynes cars for the use of himself
tion and the machine in politics; we and his family?
have ourselves indulged in moralizing
A few more such census frauds as
of that kind; but the organization and
been unearthed in BIsbee, and
have
so
as
Inevitable
are
long
the machine
men are men, because the organiza- Arizona's population in the 1910 cention and the machine are the product sus will slip beneath the 200,000 line.
human instinct Poor Arizona!
of
be-ca- n

i

j
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7.00
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make money out of women's bodies
MATTER OF CONSTRUCTION.
and souls, as being '"lower
than
Says the Arizona Republican:
Upon tile construction at Washing- perdition and blacker than despair,"
ton of the words in the enabling act and the men who patronize or even
for Arizona and New Mexico, "'dur- tolerate such conditions, he classed in
ing the next regular session," will de- the same category. In his righteous!
pend the question whether New Mex- - indignation, which has nothing of the
r
ico will become a state immediately cant of the hypocrite about it, he
the adjournment of the pres- - tenced the wretch found guilty of the
ent Congress.
traffic to seventeen years in the pen- l'non the same construction would itentiary, even though it was the
Says Lesdepend any question of delay as to man's first conviction.
Arizona in the event of presidential lie's Illustrated Weekly, which certainly can not be accused of being an
approval of Arizona's constitution,
The questionable language appears anemic and bigoted enemy of personin Section 22 of the Act for Arizona, al liberty:
"New York, like any
and is the same as Section 4 which other large city, has a number of
relates to New Mexico. We quote scoundrels who live on the earnings
the language as to New Mexico:
of weak or wicked women.
It is ho"And if Congress and the President ped that the inspiring example of the
approve said constitution and the Empire State in legislating so strenseparate provisions thereof, or, if the uously against the white slave trafPresident approves the same and Con- fic will in time put an end to the
gress fails to disapprove the same abominable business."
It is to be
during the next regular session there- hoped, that the first New Mexico
of, then and in that event the Presi- state legislature will be as advanced
dent shall certify said facts to the as the New York legislature and will
governor of New Mexico, who shall make the offense in New Mexico a
within thirty days after the receipt penitentiary one. In the meanwhile,
of said notification from the Presievery
city should do its
dent of the United States, issue his best toincorporated
out the heinous crime
stamp
proclamation for the election of the against decency, against manhood and
state and county officers," etc.
particularly against the home and
Lawyers of Arizona generally, SOI unninntinnH
far as we have been informed, have
construed this language to mean
BANISH
WOULD
ANDREWS
"the next
session" of

M.

that
regular
Congress referred to by; tjie act
would be the regular session following the President's action on the constitution. The Republican, and all
other papers in the two territories
have followed the lawyers' construc-

tion.
We now understand, however, that
President Taft places an entirely different construction upon this wording although we cannot vouch for
the accuracy of our information. The
President, it appears, understands
that "the next regular session,"
to was the regular session
which followed the passage of the
bill which is the present session.
If our understanding of the Presi-

dent's construction is correct, the
failure of Congress to disapprove New
TITaviin'o fnn cti n t i rn ot thin cAccinn
which comes to an end on Saturday of this week will be followed by
the President's certification of the
fact to the governor of New Mexico,
and by the immediate calling of a
state election in that territory.
It has been assumed all along that
if the President approved New Mexico's constitution and disapproved
the constitution for Arizona, the
matter of congressional disapproval
as to each constitution would go
over to the regular session of next
winter, which would give the partisans of the Arizona constitution some
tactical advantage in their ability to
indefinitely delay action on the New
Mexico constitution and thus force
the partisans of New Mexico to come
to the aid of Arizona.
But the" lat
est advices as to the President's
construction of the meaning of the
language in question remove, if they
are correct, this point of Arizona's
advantage.
If the report of this new construc
tion is autnentic, tne situation in a
is this: Congressional disapproval of New Mexico's constitu
tion at this session is an impossibility, rnd New Mexico will be a stat3
within three months. And, still assuming that the president will dis-a- r
prove the constitution for Arizona,
the future as to statehood" for this tr- rhory will be determined without any
complications as to the admission of
nut-she-

LIQUOR.

The enemies of the Republican par
ty and of Delegate to Congress W. H.
Andrews have secretly, but diligently,
circulated the lie that he is a staunch
"Pennsylsupporter of the
vania Whisky Trust.'' To refute this,
the following testimony by him before the House committee on territories, in response to a charge made
by a representative of the
League is quoted:
"Do you know, or do you not know,
tiir.t Chief Justice Pope, of New Mexico, is a leader of the Prohibitionists,
ai d that Judge McFie, of Santa Fe, of
the district court of the United
States, is another Prohibitionist, and
that they wrote strong letters to the
Prohibitionists in New Mexico advising them to ratify this constitution
and take up that question in the legislature and pass legislation? I will
say this. I am not in favor of any
liquor being sold, and if I had the
casting of the vote for the civilized
world I would vote not to manufacture a drop of liquor, but I do not
think it proper for me to ram my opinions down the necks of my neighbors;
if they want liquor, let them have it."

WANTS

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
WANTED
Position ty lady as
cashier or bookkeeper. Address P. O.
Box 331, Santa Fe, N. M.

state election.

OF SANTA FE.
THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION IN
NEW MEXICO. ESTABLISHED IN 1870.

TYPEWRITERS.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
platens furnished. Ribbons and supplies.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and typewriters guar-

Santa Fe Typewriter

anteed.

$150,000
Capital Stock
Undivided
and
Profit
80.000
Surplus

Ex-

Phone 231.

change.

February

8, 1911.

Notice is hereby given that Pascual
Vianueva, of Galisteo, N. M., who, on
iug. 4, 1905, mada homestead entry
No.
NE
for NW
Section
NW
S
NE
SE
15, Township 13 N., Range 9 E., N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of inten-- i
tlon to make final five year proof, to
establish claim to the land above dev
scribed, before Register or Receiver,!
U. S. land office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
on the 22nd day of March, 1911.
8439-0690-

4

2

Transacts a general banking business in all its branches.
terms on all kinds of
persona and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer of
money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms as
are given by any money transmiting agency public or private.
Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of four' per cent
per annum, on six months' or years' time. Liberal advances
made on consignments of livestock aotl products. The bank
executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and aims
to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects, as is
consistent with safety and the principles of sound banking.
Safety deposit boxes for rent. The patronage of the public is
respectfully solicited.
Loans money on the most favorable

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(06904)
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.

4

j

Claimant names as witnesses:
Bentura Anaya, Juan Vianueva,
Cruz Archuleta, all of Galisteo, N. M.,
and Julio Montoya, of Palma, N. M. '

i

MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register,

THE

"

"
PROFESSIONAL

Anti-Saloo-

According to Colonol GoethaU the
Panama Canal, and New Mexico and
Arizona will come in together.
In
the recent lecture before the House of
Representatives, the Colonol declared
that by June 1, 1913, the canal would
be sufficiently completed to permit of
the passage of ships, and unless that
deadlock in the Senate is broken it
will be about that time that New Mexico and Arizona will hold their first

R. J. PALEN, President,
L, A. HUQHE5,

HOTEL

GABOS"

WILLIAM VAUGHN pROP,

t

ATTORNEYS AT LAW
Chas. F. Easley,
Chas. R. Easley.
Estancia.
Santa Fe.
EASLEY & EASLEY,
Attorneys-at-La-

the Best Hotels

One of

Cuisine and
Table Service

)

Room for Commercial Travelers

SANTA FE, NEW

M

EXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE

Attorney-at-l.a-

Taos,

the West

Large Sample

Unexcelled

WILLIAM McKEAN

in

ROOMS IN aUlTK WITH PRIVATE BATH

Minimi and Land Law.
New Menlco.
C. W. G. WARD
Di&trlct Attorney

Territorial

For San Miguel and Mora Counties
New Mexico
Las Vegas, HOLT & SUTHERLAND
w
Atto r ney
Practice In the District Courts as
well as before the Supreme Court ol

the territory.
Las Cruces.

MONTEZUMA HOTELS
RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE'S IDEAL
COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.
Thirty seven rooms, newly and natly furnished,
well lighted and ventilated,
Rooms en suite with private bath an 1 phone.
FINE SAMPLE ROOM.

-

New Mexico

-

CHEERFUL DINING
ROOM. FINE CUISINE

W. PRICHARD
and Conaelior-at-LaPractice in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court
Office: Laughlin Blk Santa Fe, N. M
Q.

THOS. DORAN
Proprietor.

RATES

$2.50

$3.00

A

TO

DAY

Attorney

The fact that
RooseE. C. ABBOTT
velt is a hearty eater will be grasped
Attorney-at-Laas proof of the assertion that a cast
Practice n the District and Su
iron stomach lias as much, if not preme Courts.
Prompt and careful
more, to do with success in life than attention given to all business.
the size of the brain.
Santa Fe,
New Mexlc

....

C0R0NA0D HOTEL
ONE OF THE 9EST E13RT ORDER
CUISINE

RESTAURANTS

TABLE SERVICE

AND

IN THE CITY

600D

LOCATED IN THE CENTRAL PART OF CITY
HOT AND OOI,D BATHS.
ELEOTRIO LIGHTS
Every Room
RATES 50ot
G. LUPE HERRERA, Prop.
a'Good One.
$1,00 per day

TIME TABLE ALL
LOCAL TRAINS

RENEHAN & DAVIES
A. B. Renehan
E. P. bavlei
124126
Two Blocks From Depo
Attorneys at Law.
Montezuma Ave
One Block West of Capito'
In
DisPractices
the Supreme and
The following are the time tables trict Courts.
TELEPHONE
88 BLACK
Mlnmg and Land Law a
of the local railroads:
specialty. Office in Catron Block.
New Mexico.
Leave
HANDSOME ROOMS
HARRY D. MOULTON,
It must be said, however, that there
8.10 a. m. connect with No 3 west
is nothing in the president's message
AMERICAN
ATTRACTIVE DINING
to congress advising that body of his bound. No. 10 eastbound.
Attorney-at-Laarrive
Santa
U
12:10
Fe
Returning
ROOM-Go- od
EUROPEAN
PLAN
Service.
approval of the New Mexico conslUu-t'om.
that bears out the advices we p. 4
p. mp connect with No. 1, west
have received as to his construction
Santa Fe, N. M.
of meaning of "next regul.it session " bound.
arrive at Santa Fe, 6:30
Proprietor, Mrs. L. C. KENNEDY. Santa Fe, N. M
' i"e luiier iniormation of our p. Returning
m.
readers we quote the message in fuli:
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Formerly Special Agent. G. L, O.
"The act to eniblo the people of
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and Contests a Specialty
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and state government to be
ad-m.
yottr orders delivered.
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"
D. & R. G. Ry.
R.
W.
WITTMAN
with original sta'.e3, as passed
Leaves 10:15 a. m. for north.
Draftsman
June 20, 1910, provides that when
Arrive 3: 35 p. m. from north.
Tk Mowing are suggested to the thirsty as smelting cool and tevitiny
Cepies furnished of records on file
the constitution, for the adoption of
New Mexico Central Ry.
In the U. 8. Surreyo"- General's Offlc
which provision is made in the act,
GINGER ALE, WILD CHERRY, LEMON SODA, IRON J5REW
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shall have been duly ratified by the
34 east and 33 south and west.
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:: ::
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Pork-Larther than this. "If a baby doesn't
May 37.671-- ; : July lfi.fc.-"0 171-2- ;
.Jul
want to eat breakfast food, and does
May
PERSONAL MENTION.
want to eat good candy, pive it. good H.12
Kibs- - May f..r,2
Good candy is better Tor it
July !).12
candy.
WOOL MARKET.
than breakfast food."
W. G. Pollock, a jewelry salesman,
St. Louis, March 1. Wool uueha ngOf course, Doctor llu'chisnn makes
is here from New York.
that the candy must be ed; territory and western medium
stipulation
E. Giacobbi, a business man of San
i22; fine mediums HiflS; fine 2h
good.
Francisco, is at the Montezuma.
i:i.
H. J. Collins, city attorney of AlLIVESTOCK.
buquerque, is here on legal business. TODAY IS
March 1. Cattle
Chicago,
BEGINNING
OF
LENT.
attorR. V. D. Bryan, a well known
lieeves.
15,0'"'. Market ten higher.
ney of Albuquerque, is at the Palace.
Texas steers $ 1. a r,.s0;
Chief Justice William H. Pope of Ashes Are Sprinkled on the Faithful; $.j.2;';7:
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Business

THE "ROYAL" SPRING OPENING
j

The object of this early opening is not only to take
your measure for your Spring or Easter suitor oercoat
but to entertain you with an exhibit of the hand-

KeCi-ipt.--

Your Patronage Solicited
President

N. B. LAUGHLIN,

W.

E. GRIFFIN,

Mrs. T. P. Martin, wife of Dr. Martin of Taos, was in the city yester-d.aon her way home from California.
Attorney A. B. McMillen, former
president of the Territorial Bar Association, is here from Albuquerque.
Francis E. Wood, delegate in the
constitutional convention and a prominent lawyer of Albuquerque, is at the

H. F. STEPHENS, Cashier,
"' '
Asst. Caseier

"

oureiy oonas

Keal instate

INSURANCE

1 S H E D,
AND STORE

Montezuma.
Mrs. M. Riegel and Miss Rifgel of
Philadelphia, and Miss A. S. Stump
of Baltimore, are tourists registered
at the Montezuma.
"Charles A. Spiess went this afternoon to Raton, where he will spend
a few days looking after legal business." Las Vegas Optic.
Judge Edward A. Mann, district attorney of Bernalillo county is here
from the Duke City on business before the supreme court.
Summers Burkhart, secretary of the
Democratic central committee of New
Mexico and a well known attorney
from Albuquerque, is at the Montezuma.
Nellie C. Brewer, secretary of the
New Mexico Bar Association, and one
of the few women lawyers of the
country, is here on legal business.
She is at the Montezuma.
M. C. de Baca, former superintendent of public instruction,
former
member of the legislature and an attorney, is here from Conant, Guadalupe county, on legal business.
Mrs. A. A. Ball of Farmington, San
Juan county, arrived in the city yesterday to attend the state camp of
the Royal Neighbors of America which
meets here today. She is at the Palace.
"John Joerns, clerk of the court for
the Fourth Judicial District, will go
Thursday to Raton, where he will
spend a few days. He will go from
Raton to Clayton, where next Monday
district court for Union county will
open for the March term." Las Vegas Optic.
County School Superintendent John
V. Conway is today visiting the public school in district No. 3.
Miss Louisa Alarid and Ramon Quin-tanare here from Santa Cruz, northern Santa Fe county, on business
with County School Superintendent
John V. Conway. Misa Alarid and
Mr. Quintana have just closed their
schools at Santa Cruz and are here
delivering their term reports.
Mr. and Mrs. William Gregg and son
left this afternoon for El Paso, Texas,
where they will reside in the future.
B. G. Campbell, a noted engineer.
Is here from Chicago to take charge
of the Arroyo Hondo project.
Mrs. H. L. Ortiz, wife of Attorney H.
L. Ortiz, who has been ill for a long
time Is steadily improving and is able
to sit up for an hour every day. She
will leave for California in a few days
with her mother, Mrs. Herman Boett-ger- .
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FRUIT AND ALFALFA
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TRACTS, ALSO AN A I STOCK RANCH
IN THE PECOS VALLEY.
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Sleep Is "Nature's Sweet Restorer"
And as one Third of Life is Spent in Sleep, WHY
See our
NOT HAVE A COMFORTABLE BED?

Cotton Felt Mattresses That Assure that comfort.
We have also some exquisite new Parlor Suits,
polished mahogony and quarter oak tables for
the library and many other things. Lace and
Arabian Curtains, all Sizes and Designs, have
arrived. Also some superb Carpets.

AKERS WAGNER Furniture Co.

EXPERT EMBALMERS

&

DIRECTORS

FUNERAL

Collections.

Real Estate

Insurance

OFFICE ROOMS IN CAPITAL
rOf Dai4
Kull CITY BANK BUILDING.
renovated and placed in best
The most centrally locatof condition.
ed and modern office building in Santa
Completly

Steam Heat.

Fe.
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For rates
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Santa
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hayward,

Manager,

ReaIty & insurance Agency,

Fe Abstract

Room No. 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N.
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MULLIGAN & EITi U
Funeral Directors &
Licensed Embalmers
IOC
DAY ANIGHT
l&O
10 RED
PHONE
FR!G

PICTURE
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AVE

LET YOUNGSTERS

HAVE
PIE AND CANDY.

Dr. Woods

Is a Good
Boy and Girl

Hutchinson

Scout Every

Will Declare.

DONE.

SATISFACTORILY

Baltimore,

Whenever yon want an easy shave
As good as barbers ever gave,
me at my salon
Just call on eve
or busy noon
At morn or
I'll curl and dress the hair with grace
of your face.
contour
the
I'll suit
My razor sharp and scissors keen.
.owelsare clean
neat
is
and
My shoo
And everything I think you'll And
To suit the taste and please the mind.
FIRST CLASS

ROOM

BATH

O. K. BARBER SHOP

IQOD'iS
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Fe,
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SACK LIKB

From

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the
north bound train and
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten milea shorter than
way. Good covered hack
Che

trains.
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L. R. WILLARD
Offers
THE FAVORITE

T. W. ROBERT S
247 San Francisco

ELKS 'THEATRE

MUSICAL TRIUMPH

THE

TIME
THE

PLACE
AND THE

GIRL
Masterpiece of

HOUGH, ADAMS

and

HOWARD.

Stellar Cast With

GEO. ABNER
AND

Etnanda Hendricks
Assisted by the Famous

Pennant Winning Beauty Chorus.
rant anything on earth try
Seats on Sale at Fischer's Feb 28th, 1911.
ixican Want Ad,
--

That pie

Md., March 1.

is more efficacious than piety in developing the American hoy is the declaration by Dr. Woods Hutchinson,
writer on medical topics, before the
health conference here.
Doctor Hutchinson is a great believer in using plain terms in medical
work. If a man has a pink eye, says
Doctor Hutchinson, call It conjunctivitis and then charge him $5 for a
fee. Call it pinkeye and give him a
remedy.
"Give the' boy all the pie he wants,"
said he. "When he gets enough he'll
know it. His system craves for it, or
he wouldn't ask for it.
"Let the boy eat all the pie he
wants, even to gorging himself. Once
he has eaten more than his body
needs, he'll quit crying for It and
stealing to the pantry when mother
or the cook isn't looking to steal the

goes to sleep again.
"Children, when they are, say 14
years old, sometimes require twelve
The conto thirteen hours' sleep.
structive processes .which are going
on In the human body during childhood are usually more active when
the child is asleep than when he is
He needs
awake. Let him sleep.
the sleep; If he didn't, he wouldn't object to getting up."
Doctor Hutchinson goes even far- -

..

-

OT-Trr-

calves $7. 30'n

3.!i0;

;

somest clothes novelties, and classiest style innovations, the newest fashion effects in male apparel to
be found in America.

!'.."().

t

y

with ashes, while the minister bu!k $7 7.15.
Sheep
Receipts 5.i;0O. Market
says, "Dust thou art and unto dust
five to ten higher.
.'!. SO ;
Native
thou shalt return."
It is a day of prayer, abstinence western ? !.25ff l.su; yearlings $ 1.75 "ct
from meat at meals, and the begin- 5.75; lan Ls native :,r-- 6.2"; western
C.25.
ning of the six wepr.s uX and pen- $5.25 '!
Kansas City, March 1. Cattle
Reance period.
In
the Catholic and Kpiscopal ceipts il.'Mm, including "On southern.
churches throughout the land the day Market strong to ten higher. 50 high
is observed with special ceremonies. er than week ago. Native steers $3.10
southern steers $5.30wt;;
and even those who do not follow the! ?6
!3.50Ci 5.25:
fast and abstinence ;in trams realize southern cows
native
that the six weeks b ;'oi Foster have cows and heifers $3.25ftC; stackers
been set aside for s;,e i. r vparation and fced. rs $4,601- fi; bulls $4.
5.25
for that great fesst v
celebrates calves ?.,.js.25; western steers $
hant over n 0.25; western cows $:!.5nf 5.25.
Christ's
arising
Hogs
Market
death.
Receipts lO.oon.
Bulk SO.ftfl',1 T.lfi!
While Lent is a rde ..ii season in five to ten high'-rits entirety, still the his t seven days heavy $fi.!'07; packers and 1'iite hers
called "Passion Week" :rc more sol - ?6. !..' 7.10; light $7.05-- T.iv
emu and severe than the ri'st of the
Sheep Market
Receipts 4,0(10.
season, commemorating in i special t1'1 o fifteen higher. Muttons
manner the passion and d a n oi our !!l.l,i; lambs $5.23(f(6: fed wethers
and yearlings SJ.S'a.oO; fed western
Savior.
ewes $:i.75f 1.25.

It is as tluiugh the ROYAL TAILORS had dumped
the richest creations of the whole Spring Woolen
Market in to a sreat magic seive.

W

vout

3

t

And then had sifted out the
ROYAL SPRING Line.

ribbon "prize winners"

of all the woolen innovations
looms have turned out for Spring

that the world-wid- e

;

Well, They Are Being Swept as
idly as Possible, Says Mayor
but Don't Forget Sidewalks.

MARKE1REP0RT
MONEY AND METALS.
New York, March "1. Call money
21-2- .
Prime mercantile paper 4(i
4
Mexican dollars 45; AmalgamAtated 63
Sugar, ex div. 119
chison 106; Great Northern, pfd.
125
New York Central 1081-2- ;
Northern Pacific 123
Reading
1561-4-- ;
Southern
Pacific 1161-8- ;
Union Pacific, ex dlv. 174; Steel ex
div. 771-2- ;
pfd. 118
New York, March 1. Lead
easy
440450; Standard copper dull, spot
and May 12.0512.15.
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
Chicago, March 1. Wheat May 89

Oats

earth-- a

A Food

Expert
the

world-fame- d

food

GrapNuts

Combined whole wheat 'and
barley In such a way that it
is party digested before being
eaten.
The diastase in the barley, in
the presence of heat and moisture, changes the more or less
Indigestible starch part o the
grain into an easily digested
as the orform of sugar-j-ust
gans of the body change it if
they operate properly
Thus the expert solved the
problem of perfect digestion
for those who may he below
par.

"There's a Reason"
for

QrapeNuts
Postum Cereal Co., Ltd.,
Battle Creek, Mich.

i

appt-aling-an-

The science of correct measurement is an art and
not guess work with us. By personal lessons at the
factory and instruction at first hands we have mastered the business and can guarantee perfect satisfaction.

In Announcing
the opening of a Drug Store in connection with our confectionery business, we desire to say that Quality, Fair Dealing, and Moderate Profit will in every instance guide us in
our dealings with you.

y

THE MASTER
CLOTHES

BUILDER

Tn,rnA

!LCn

THE

PRICE MAKER

In Our Prescription
department we use only Squibbs'
"Quality Drugs," and bought direct from the manufacturers they
are fresh no old stock and the
prices are in no instance higher
than those you have been paying
for cheaper grades.

uc

L,,rt

West Side Plaza.

THE

OUR

COMPLETE-S-

CDDIVf. HA1

HiilJ

161.

OR SELECTION

TOO The
lUU-'Modera-

Attractive-jrlU-

te

CALLWhether

nU

Priced Kind.

You Buy or Not.

The Cash Store

Toy

PRIC- E-

K MCCd

"
I

J

f

ASSORTMENT SO
REASONABLY
O

NOW IS THE TIME

DRUGGISTS"

Phone Red

WAS

nCVCl

BUTT BROS CO.
QUALITY

cuiidunci) uitoitu

SPRING SUITS IN ALL THE
NEWEST STYLES & FABRICS

reducing the prices of Quality
our
Drugs is,
expenses are
small, so we have decided to give
our customers the benefit by reducing their drug bills. Trade with
us and your drug bill will he less.

"THE

Owes it to herself to

FVFRY WOMAN

Our Reasons for

JULIUS H. GERDES

DOES NOT ALWAYS
DISIGNATE A BARGAIN
WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED OUR NEW
LINE
LADIES MUSLIN UNDERWEAR WHICH IS NOW ON : : : :

S

QUALITY
SHOULD BE THE!
FIRST CONSIDERA- -j
TION OF THE GROi
CERIES YOU EAT.!

SPECIAL SALE
AT LOWER PRICES THAN EVER.
PLEASE

CALL-- NO

GOODS EVEN

CHEAP

ADOLF

are expensive at
any price, We guar a n t e e
every article we sell to give
satisfaction or you MONEY
Groceries

IF YOU

TROUBLE TO SHOW
DO

NOT PURCHASE

SELIGMAN DRY GOODS

CO

BACK.

IN CANNED

Santa Fe Plumbing House

GOODS

Corner Water

We have full line of Monarch

Richelien
canned goods.
&

Eastern

WE ALSO

&

Galisteo Sts.

Phone Black

pack

Carrying the TJ. S. mail and
Have cheaper Canned Goods
between Vaughn, N. M., and
but we do not recommend Roswell, N. M., connecting with the
the se of cheap canned goods El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Island Railroads and the Atchison, To- at any time.
peka & Santa Fe Railroad.
Leaves Vaughn at 8:30 a. m.. arCity Eggs - - 35c Dz rive in Roswell at 3:30 p. nr
Roswell at 12:30 a m., arKansas Egg 25 & 30c Dz riveLeaves
in Vaughn at 6 p. m.
Baggage allowince i 50 lbs. to
H. S. KAUNE & CO. each regular ticket, excess baggage

-

Plumbing, Heating

and Repairing

109.

R0SWELL AUTO CO. ROSWt.LL

GROCERS.

-

live-an-

try

88.

May 48;,July 4S
May 30
July 30

In making

d
is new- - and
Whatever
authentic in Spring Woolen Styles, whether it comes
from the North of England or the South of Scotland,
the attractive pattern is bought for the "Royal" line.

Rap-

The ukase of Mayor Seligman to
sweep your sidewalk or explain the
reason why, has brought forth the
query, "How about that city crossing
or those city crossings? Why are
they not swept? Why do we get our
feet deep Into the slush in crossing
them?"
The mayor was asked about this little matter today. He said: "We had
five men out working on these crossings and they are pretty clean now.
Of course, the city cannot do with a
few man, what the entire population
can in sweeping sidewalks. But the
city is doing the best it can, and we
want the property owners to do their
best, and sweep their sidewalks. This
is not a great hardship and should be
attended to, thoroughly and enthusiastically. A little exercise shoveling
snow is moreover, a splendid appetiz
er and good for almost any one."

July

want anything on
New Mexican Want Ad.

If you

them all in

of

For this magnificient Spring array truly comprises
the very golden wheat the richest selections-th- e
blue

.

HOW ABOUT THOSE
CITY CROSSINGS?

heart

to the

i
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Hems
Market
Receipts 2iUii)0.
Today is known as
iive to ten higher. Light $C.!'."'i(
tailed in Germany
and in French "Le jour des rendres." mixed $i;.S.Vf( 7.2"; heavy $0.73 ( 7.15,
rough ii:.s:,r,, .;.n:
It. takes its name from lw
good to choic-heav$i;.'.iiert7.j3; hiuh tl.'2'i'q 7.40;
of anointing the foreheads of the de-

Corn

forbidden sweets."
another hitherto
Then there's
friendless one in whose behalf Doctor
Hutchinson lifts up his voice the
always
growls:
youngster who
"Yes'm," when his mother calls him
in the morning, ana turns over and

As Presented 465 Performances
in Chicago

ers

..

:-

-:

NEVv MEX

per hundred lbs.
Special automobiles furnished to accommodate any number of passengerf
U make special connections with ani
train at Vaughn, also to connect with
New Mexico Central Railroad at Torrance for Santa Fe, N. M., by communicating with Manager of the
Auto Co , at Roswell, N. M., at
least 24 hours In advance. Rate for
special, $40 to accomodate four ot
fewer passengers to either point
at the rate of

ta-0-
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DARK PLACES

For Electric Irons, Broilers,
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"THE TIME, THE PLACE AND THE GIRL."
The Time: S:30 p. m., Thursday. The Place: The Elks' Theatre. The Girl? You See Her.
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Rector's.

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

Prnm
nt?l pp
1UHI .Jdllld
1

Written primarily with a strong
love story of human interest in view,
"The Time, The Place and The Girl,"
which plays an engagement at the
Elks' Theatre, Thursday, March 2d,
proved that this when embellished

To EI Paso, Bisbee, Douglas

and an points in New Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence

with

.

THE

the Elks' Theater.

Thursday, March 2. The Time, th?
"Place and the Girl.
Friday, March S. The Climax.
March 7. The Squaw
Thursday,
Man.
Thursday, March 9. The Girl From

ASK FOR TICKETS

EAST

WEST

ROUTE

I

fun, catchy

songs

and

pretty

girls in vigorous dances, is the most
successful
play that that prolific
trio, Hough, Adams and Howard have
turned out.
This play broke all records in Chicago, running there 40!
consecutive times and has created
equally notable records during three
highly successful road seasons.
The scenes are laid at a sanitarium
in Virginia, where Johnny Hicks, a
gambler and his "pal"
happy-go-luck-

cape arrest, as a result of a physical
encounter the previous night, in Bos- -

For rates and fail information address

Players

AND

precisely as presented during the phenomenal engagement, of the one thousand performances in New York
City.
"You may not be able to go to
Paris, but you can go to see "The
Girl From Rector's," said the New
York Evening Telegram, during tha
run of that piece at Weber's Music
"The Girl" with any other
Hall.
And
name would make you laugh.
You may
you can't help laughing.
not know what you are laughing at
If you want a tip
but you laugh.
for an evening's entertainment that
will make you forget all the rest of
yaur troubles, go and see "The Girl."
"The Girl From Rector'a" coraeg
to the Elks' Theatre for a limited engagement of one night, Thursday,
March 9th.

are ten musical numbers, including, Raymond. The girl has rejected both
Thursday Is My Jonah Day, "The suitors in order to follow that delightDr. Raycareer.
'Blow The ful
Waning Honeymoon,"
Smoke Away;" "I Don't Like Your mond employes mental suggestion to
Family," "Don't You Tell," "First and destroy the girl's ability to sing and
finding
Only," and "Dixie, I Love You," and succeeds in doing so.
self deprived o her voice, Adelina
Sam's Best Girl."
On
.consents to wed Dr. Raymond.
'The Climax."
In these days of dramatic depravity their bridal morning, the doctor,
hi3
the central theme for the aver- - flicted with remorse, confesses
Adelina recovers her vocal
age play is the wronged woman or perfidy.
the deserted wife, it is a positive re- faculty, and the doctor withdraws,
lief to welcome such a clean, whole- leaving her to happiness and song.
"The Squaw Man."
some undeniably great play like "The
At last we are to see "The Squaw
Climax" which comes here March 3.
if there is such a thing as pride in Man," unquestionably the most strikthe breast of lhe theatre audience, ingly original dramatic success an
Joseph M. Weber, who produced "The American playwright has yet achieThis is welcome news to all
Climax," Edward Locke, its author, ved.
of
lovers
the
really good drama; there is
of
Carl
Breil, composer
Joseph
no play in the history of the Ameriincidental music, and even the
ers who make up the cast, should be can stage that has won so large a
looked upon as heroes in the cause measure of artistic as well as finanof the advancement and elevation of cial success as has this picturesque
and beautifully written drama of virile
the American drama.
The nearest approach to villany in American life from the pen of Edwin
"The Squaw Man"
"The Climax" is at present the much Milton Royle.
This has been hailed by many as the long
discussed mental suggestion.
wholesome play tells a story of a awaited "Great American Play." The
young woman, named Adelina von management of the Elks' Theatre is
e

ion. Before the police catch up with
them the sanitarium is placed under
Cunningham, the "pal,"
quarantine.
is in reality a rich man's son, and
the first love complication
begins
when he becomes
infatuated with
Margaret Simpson, "ihe girl," who is
at the sanitarium with her tather,
a farmer, and her brother and a party
of boarding school girls.
As soon
as the quarantine is declared, the ser-- '
vants of the hotel and sanitarium de-sert, and the guests are forced to look
after their own wants. Cunningham,
of his manner, is chosen die- tator of the place, and he assigns to
ach guest a certain task.
Hicks,
a prolific
the young gambler, with
and typical vocabulary, is made head
cook.
Margaret Simpson, who has
quarreled with Cunningham, is order-ed to do the scrubbing, and when she
refuses her meals are summarily cut
off.
She then leads the general
strike of the guests.
Cunningham,
however, proves an efficient strike
breaker by jerking off his coat and
physical supremacy.
the comedy is written to
give supremacy over the music there

j

j
j

1

e

j
j
j

e

j
'

1

i

j
'

Hagen, who comes to New York from
the Middle West to study music and
to develop her voice as a singer. She
resides in the household of her
structor, Luigi Golfanti, and is
She is also
loved by his son, Pietro.
beloved by a doctor of medicine, John

to be

securing

upon

congratulated

Low Fares
to

California
New Mexico

i

attraction. The play
will be presented under the direction j
of H. E. Pierce and Company on
Tuesday, Maxch 7th, with a superb
company, and the entire production One way Colonist tickets on sale
with a complete scenic equipment daily, March 10 to April 10, 1911, in-- j
this splendid

Arizona
Mexico

elusive, from

SANTA FE, N. M.

El Paso Texas.

j

j

j

Only a few points shown below,
For fares to other points and infor-'- .
r
mation as to the liberal
priv-- I
ileges accorded, phone, write or see
the undersigned.
Los Angeles
$25.00
25.00
San Francisco
25.00
, San Diego
stop-ove-

,--

m-.

i
j

Pasadena
Santa Barbara

i

WHEN GOiNG

Monterey

Prescott

east or west

Phoenix
'

Shortest Line to Denver,
Colo Springs and Pueblo

vL

lVk

TICKETS AND RESERVATIONS
CITY OFFICE IN

NP.W MEXICAN

iOR

AT
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CANADIAN
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One of Builders of Canadian Northern
Takes View Contrary to That
in Eastern Canada.

M

SI

March 1 Sir
Donald
Chicago,
Mann, in an open letter to a Chicago
associate in the building of the Canadian Northern railway, declares for
the reciprocity program between the
United States and Canada.
He said:
"I do not say that the people (over
tit) per cent of our total population)
who are engaged in producing are the
greatest in the country, but they are
certainly engaged in the work of
greatest benefit to the nation the

fig

PLDH.

RECIPROCITY
CHAMPIONED BY MANN.
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ween production and consumption
is
The regular retail brict of these tirrx is
If it
drawing nearer adjustment.
per Pair, ttt t infrodme Tee .fill
5S),
setlyonasatnptepair ior$4.bucashwitn7rderAj
were possible to prevent grain from
NO MORE TROUBLE FROM PUNCTUHCS
going south, without
injury to the
NAILS, Tak or .las will not let tlie
producer, 1 would say avoid a treaty
air out. Sixty thousand pnirs wld Inst ywr.
or other reciprocal arrangement, but
Over two hundred thousaud pairs now in uat,
f
DESCRIPTION! Made in a w Itil vr
it is beyond our power to hold our
wn
lined
inline
and easy ndiny. voi ydiitableund
The
co;
wheat within British territory.
a special qualitv of rubber, which tK
up sninll puncturLS without avow31 notice the thick rubber tread United States can remove the tariff
porous and which closes
lnin!i'e',s oi lcttei ilium
MA ' and
ing the air to escape. We have
"II"
puncture serins
that their tirt sh iveo'ilyhrea paiap-'find 'I.' ulnn rim striia H
uponce or twice in a whole season. T iey weisfh nnni'.;rc lii.irt
to prevent rim (mttinff. This
an ordinary tire, the puncture resisting qualities Wing tri v.. n
tire will outlast hhv other;
the
by several lavers of thin, specially prepared fabric
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L. MEAD CYCLE 00MPAIY,

CHICAGO, ILL.1

Tonopah
Deming
Silver City
Chihuahua
Guaymas
Mexico City
ThrouSa tourist sleepers to Los
Angeles and San Francisco are elec- tric Khted and have smoking room
or men and extra large dressing
room for women.

t

H, S. LUTZ, Agent.
A. T. & S. F. Ry,

.

SANTA FE, N. M.
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smooth confidence men, communicat-- ,
ed w,tn the police departments in
various parts of the country. As the
result of this it .was discovered that
Cane was wanted in Seattle, Washington, on a charge of smuggling and
also that his real name is Fred Alva-dcra man who has figured in a
great deal of shady work on the Pacific coast and elsewhere in the country. As soon as he was
acquitted
here he was placed und r arrest by B
Deputy Marshal John L. Dibrell and
will be taken to Seattle to face the
charge of smuggling. It is believed
that both Alvadore, alias Cane, and
Holmes are two of an organized gang
"
of smugglers and
men
who have been operating in the West
for a number of years and that their
THING" GAMBLERS. arrest will result in
uncovering the
entire gang, who it is alleged, have
Worked "Inside Information" Scheme dabbled in all kinds of illegal work,
on Two Farmers Near
from smuggling opium to bringing in
San Antonio.
groups of Chinamen, receiving so
much per head for their part in the
San Antonio, Texas, Feb. 2S. A last named efforts.
month or two ago two men giving
and
their names as Martin Cane
Harry Holmes were arrested in this
"sure-thing-

Hotel Arrivals.

There is Only One

:
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RtabBef Stamps
WRITING THE SAME
THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP WILL SAVE YOU
A GREAT DEAL OF TIME.
BUSY PEOPLE ARE USING
RUBBER STAMPS MORE NOW THAN EVER BEFORE
BECAUSE THEY SAVE TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY
THESE DAYS.
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city charged with defrauding two far- Burkhart, H. J. Collins, Nellie C.
to do without consulting us.
mers using the old race track "in- Brewer, Albuquerque; J. W. Swan,
"With regard to the export of side information" scheme as their New York; F. Greidenweis, Chicago;
The farmers, I. N. & T. J. H. W. Koeneke. Wichita: Albert
wheat, Canada will have her own lines plan.
of railway across the continent
as Gates, being perfectly willing to make Hoogs, New York; E. Giaohi, San
Charles W. Frey, Denver.
well as ships upon the sea.
This a few dollars went into the venture Francisco;
Coronado.
will enable them to take grain for ex- in the sum of $2,500, giving their
A. Inderlied, Denver; M. C. de Baca,'
so
amount.
it
is
for
that
said,
port from the producer to the con checks,
Conant; R. Moya, Abiquiu.
sumer, without any division of rates, However, before Cane and Holmes
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aim,
want anyth ng on earth try
twi,
goods as return cargoes from the pro-- . took a hand in the deal and placed & Ne'w Mejd
Want Ad
men
two
under arrest. Following
ducer to the consumer in the West, the
On the other
hand, going south this, came a series of legal battles,
ftirAiitri! the Cnii.,.1 Qtatn wrVioaf fn ha.hpjis cnrniis beinff resorted tn nn
export would have to pass over three the part of the accused men to es- or four lines of railway, and thence cape the grip of the law. Both were
by independent vessels to European held, however, and the final trial
This through rate, which came yesterday, when, under instruc- markets.
is necessarily low, would be divided tion of Judge Dwyer, Cane was ac- among three or four transportation Quitted. While the men were held in
to Ja" lrcl
e" luuiu, ueuevms ue
companies, making it impossible
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF
compete with Canadian through lines, had two old offenders and very

whenever its suits i:er convenience

creation of wealth.
"The products of the farm, of the
sea, and of the mine are entitled to
railways
Nor should Depend upon it Canadian
especial consideration.
l.n u vci luuiveu.
natural products of the West
I.a 1..
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iiuuuci
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and district to ber is a crop which ripens, and should for export will retain the traffic on
It It 13 not, It detenor- - their own franks and in their own ves- ample Latest Model "Raneer" hicyrle furnirhfd by us. Our acenB everywhere an "e reaped.
rur or juu parucuiars and ifectai otter at mice.
uidKiiig iiiuutry lisi.
He who cuts down one ripe sels to destination.
j until ymi receive ami
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......I. H' i.:.. "0tca
to anyone, anywhere in ttic t'i.w.'.;',''. .".
ni advance, rcAuyrfiW, and tree and
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Mrhtied or do not wish to place IS a producer 01 vealth.
between the United Kingpreference
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to
at our expense and you wi:t :iot
keep the bicycle ship
out nits r,i,f.
If we have seven or eight millions dom and the Dominion, and between
FACTORY PRICES
and other colonies.
to 2; middlemen's profits by buyiris: direct of us and have the lTi.iiimacnirer's gu..r- - of people in Canada, with a free mar- - the Dominion
antee behind your bicycle. Do SOT lit: Y a bicycle :or a p.iirol tires Irora avyom
This preference should be increased
at any firwe until you rceive our r.atatocnes and learn our unheard ot factory Ket fnr th prOUUCer, and tn luai num- say in 25
prica and rtmarkaite special offers to rltlor aecntii.
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Then we will be able to
our prices. (Jrcers tnled the
received.
"Next in imnnrranofi to the nrn- - Empire.
i at
I1AN1 UIC'VCJ.KS. We do not retrularlv handle aerond hand bincln. hut .
.
have free trade with the Empire, and
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usually have a number on hand taken in trade hv our Chicago retail stores. These we clear nut UUCer COmeS the manufacturer and It
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DOESN'T THIS PICTURE REMIND YOU OF THE SONG: ."GIRLS, GIRLS, GIRLS?"
Well, they will be at the Elks' tomorrow night and th Seat Sale now is open at Fischer's Drug Store.
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25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.50
21.35
25.00
17.25
25.00
26.35
35.60
35.60
12.65
14.55
25.00
25.00
25.00

Redlands
Sacramento
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Palace.
W. G. Pollock, New York; Mrs. T.
P. Martin, Taos; George A. Freeburg,
Denver; Mrs. A. A. Ball, Farmington;
A. Hoppenwath, Pueblo, Colo.; G. M.
Alexander, Los Angeles; W. F. Robin, Chicago; It. V. D. Bryan, Albu
querque.
Montezuma.
.Edward A. Mann, Albuquerque; T.
Drake, Hodges; F. C. Steele, Denver; Miss Riegel, Mrs. M. Riegel,
Philadelphia; Mrs. A. S. Stump, Baltimore; J. M. Lee, Trinidad; A. D.
Standke, Denver; F. Benton, Duran-go- ;
A. B. McMllien, F. E. Wood, S.
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USED THE WOHLO OVER TO CURE A COLD IH OHE DAY.

Always remember the full name. Look
for this signature on every box. 25c.
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STAMP PADS

SELF-INKIN-

-'

That is

T

15c
Stamp, not over 21-- 2 inches long
Each additional line on same stamp...
10c
e
and not over 3
Inches long
20c
Stamp, over 2
Each additional line on stamp
15C
e
and not over' 5 inches long.... 25c
Stamp, over 31-Each additional line on same stamp
20c
35C.
Stamp, over 5 Inches long per inch
Each additional line, same price.
(Curved lines on Stamp count as two lines)
Borders of all shapes,, under 3 inches long way, 25c extra
Largers sizes at proportionate prices.
f
Where type used is over
Inch in size, we charge for
one line for each one-haInch or fraction.
DATES, ETC.
Local Dater any town and date for
50c
inch
50c
Ledger Dater month, day and year in
inch
35
Regular line Dater
Definance Model Band Dater
1.50
Signature, Rubber Stamp and Wood and Cut ..1.50
Pearl Check Protector
1.50
One-lin-

10
15

cents,

2x3

15

cents; 2
cents; 4

25

cents; 2

3

75 cents.
cents; 3
50
FOR TYPE SPECIMENS ADDRESS
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ELKS' THEATRE

j

Lessee.

M. A. STANTON,

THURSDAY, MARCH 2,
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The Time, the Place and the Girl
Chatter

CAST OF CHARACTERS
Ogden Wright
Pedro, an organ grinder
Jeanette Patterson
Mrs. Talcott, a widow
Amanda Hendricks
Molly Kelly, the nurse
Bud Simpson
Kip Reed
Theo Rook
Jasper Simpson
Verni Taylor
Laurie Farnham, a black sheep
A Guide
T. Ladden
Gertrude Smyth
Margaret Simpson, 'The Girl"
C. M. Giflin
Tom Cunningham, a rich man's son
Geo. Elmer
"Happy" Johnny Hicks, a gambler
Willie Talcott, a spoiled child
Jack Anthony
A Chauffeur
Joseph Swift
Police Sergeant
Clarence Steffy
Attendants, nurses, boarding school girls, etc.
Summer Girls Irene Dixon, Jean Perri, Margie Reed, Elizabeth Yost.
Nurses Henrietta Hendricks, Lillian Sonsteby, Lena L'pps, Jean Munshet-te- ,
Maud" Brown.
oltz, Rose
Boarding School Girls Norine Dunham, Lillian Foltz, Emily
Williams, Eloise Moody, Marie De Mace, Ada Schwartz, Daisy Cornell.
Honeymoon Girls Henrietta Hendricks, Irene Dixon, Lillian Sonsteby,
Lena Lipps, Jean Munshette, Margie Reed, Jean P rri, Maud Brown.
Honymoon Boys Chas. Paige, Edward Dorff, Sam Goodman, James McDonald, L. Kelly, A.ex H. Willis, Edward Perkins, Walter Leonard.
Indian Girls Lillian Foltz, Norine Dunham, May West.
Mexican Girls Irene Dixon, Rose Erst, Jean Perri.
New York Girls Henrietta Hendricks, Lillian Sonsteby,
Margie Reed,
Elizabeth Yost, Jean Munshette, Lena Lipps, Maud Brown.
Dixie Girls Emily Foltz, Rose Williams, Eloise Moody, Marie De Mace,
Alma Cchwartz, Daisy Cornell.
Dixie Boys Chas. Paige, Edward Dorf, Sam Godman, James McDonald,
L. Kelly, Alex H. Willis, Edward Perkins, Walter Leonard.
SYNOPSIS OF SCENES:
Scene A Sanitarium and Hotel in the Mountains of Virginia.
ACT 1 Grounds o Sanitarium.
Thursday, September 27. Afternoon.
ACT 2 Sanitarium. Evening of same day.
ACT 3 Grounds of Sanitarium.
Afternoon,
Thursday, October 11.
two days later.
MUSICAL NUMBERS
ACT I.
Opening Chorus
"Blow the Smoke Away"
3. "I Don't Like Your Family"
4. 'Thursday Is My Jonah Day"
ACT II.
5. "First and Only"
6. "The Waning Honeymoon"
7. "It's Lonesome
8.
(a) "Uncle Sam's Best Girl"
9.
(b) "Dixie, I Love You"
ACT III.
10. "Don't You Tell"
11. Finale, Medley
All performing and singing rights to the
and The Girl" reserved by the publisher,
Costumes by Marshall Field and
Royal
Barnes.
1.

Ensemble

2.

Laurie and Chorus
Margaret and Chorus
Johnny and Chorus

EXECUTIVE

Tom and Compauj
Mrs. Talcott and Chorus
Molly
Mrs. Talcott and Company
"..Mrs. Talcott and Company

Margaret and Johnny
Entire Company
masic of "The Time.ThePlace
Chas. K. Harris.
Tailors. Designed by Will R.

STAFF:
L. R. Willard
W. A. Junker
Ogden Wight
Clarence Steffy
Al Smythe
Sam Hunsaker
Andrew Link

:

Manager
Business Manager
Stage Director
Assistant Stage Manager
Conductor
Master Mechanic.

Electrical Effects
Property Manager
Transportation Master
Wadrobe Mistress

Frank Harrison
Jack Anthony
Madame Hunsaker

TOMORROW

NIGHT "THE CLIMAX"

ELKS' THEATRE
M. A. STANTON,

Lessee.

FRIDAY MARCH 3rd.
1
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Three Acts by Edw. Locke
With Incidental Music by
Joseph Carl Breil

A Play in

CAST FROM CHARACTERS

...Mr. Frank Patton
Luigi Golfanti, the teacher
Mr. Roy Merril
Pietro Golianti, his son
Mr. Wesley Todd
John Raymond, the doctor
Miss Adelaide O'Brien
Adelina Von Hagen, the pupil
SYNOPSIS OF PLAY
ACT I Autumn.
ACT II The same. Two weeks have elapsed.
ACT III Spring. Three months later.
PLACE The entire action takes place in the apartments
of Luigi Golfanti, New York City.
EXECUTIVE

STAFF
Sole Owners
Acting Manager
..Press Representative
Business Manager
General Stage Director
Stage Manager
Carpenter

United Play Co
H. R. Cory
H. E. BonnelL
Harry Darlington
Eugene McGillen
Frank Patton
William Yalden

Coming Attractions The Squaw Man, March 7th.
The Girl from Rector's March 9th.
3F
EW MEXICO.
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We guarantee immediate and positive relief to all sufferers from constipation. In every case where our
remedy fails to do this we will supply it free. That's a frank statement
of facts, and we want you to substan-

panies is the task the American Civic Association is trying to accomplish
at this session of congress. It aims
ot the Burton
by the
bill to prevent any more water being
diverted from the falls for power pup
poses. The association claims the
j water
now diverted noticeably
re--I
duces 'the scenic value of the falls,
;and that if all of the water taken
jwere utilized in the most scientific
jway it would furnish more power
jthan it was ever intended to divert
;from the falls. The Burton law ex

vuj
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An Obituary
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bodies, and in the case of the House.
Representative Norris Sheppord. of
Texas, delivered an oration that was
not only scholarly, but which can
well be considered a classic.
The
departments were closed, and as a result thousands of people, who were
unable to gain admission, went, to the
Capitol for the purpose of hearing
Senator Lorimer's defense of his election. Throughout the city flags and
decorations were displayed, and here
and there appropriate exercises were
held, but on the whole it cannot be
said that the Capital of the nation
gave any more particular heed to the
day than other cities throughout the
country.
Representative Macon, of Arkansas,
made rather a vitriolic attack upon
"fake heroes," in the House
this
week. The object of his particular attack was Captain Robert E. Peary,
whom he denounced
in the most
scathing terms, ard his talk was directed towards defeating the proposal to recognize the popular hero by
advancing him to the rank of an ad
miral. Mr. Macon attacked Admiral
Dewey, Theodore Roosevelt, and most
everyone else he could think of, referring tu two New York newspapers as
and
"unblushing know-al- l
"pea-eyeand
pinheaded,
Such outinfinitesimals."
bursts on the part of the Arkansas
members have been rather frequent
and naturally have grown to attract
but little attention.
putrid-tongue-

AEROPLANE

IN
AN HOUR WIND.

In the
v,h.-rMajor Let, re-- ;
tired en h; if
)?.c taken up his
residence. It a K. neraily argued by
the vt!!:):..j thu
;,; dictatorial
land v. Ithtiitt
Moreover, he
was blunt spok-- ii ,i'ni ;i kicker.
He
(had rim a r. u'.m,' ate! he felt it his
duty to run the town. His wile arid
his daughter .W.,..
well lUed,
but the people kept le ir ..! the n;a:r.
He didn't carry a
tr in wi'h him,
but he had a very sarcastic tonirne.
And yet underneath hit- bluff, ;e his
..
own family knew
h,v! a
w;-filled
heart, and that t
!h
it en
sentiment.
lie had reean-several occasions, and r.ow the fa!:;:'v
parrot had died ho was almoKt In tear?.
That the major should have endured
the presence of a squawking parrot
for a single hour was a matter of astonishment outside the family, but he
had endured her for three years. That
her death should bring a look of
melancholy to his face caused certain
people to think they had done him injustice.
Poll was dead. She had been found
on her back beneath her perch, with
all the squawk and chatter gone out
of her. It was a case of old age and
being too good. The major was the
one to discover her lifeless remains,
and for the first time in 15 years he
was so choked up that he could not
i!th-:H!- .
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With New Wright
chines at Fort Sam Houston
Are Success.

Ma-

Fort Houston, Texas, Feb. 2S. For
the past two days, with the wind
blowing a regular gale, as fast as 35
miles an hour at times, Phil Parma-lee- ,
the famous aviator and Lieutenant D. F, Foulois, of the army signal
corps at Fort Sam Houston, have been
manoeuvering in the new Wright biplane presented by Robert J. Collier
to the government.
The machine is
the latest Wright Invention and is
capable of carrying a great weight
With both of the aviators seated in
the machine a number of flights were
made, in some instances rising to the
height of 800 feet, and regardless of
the wind which was blowing at hurricane speed, the biplane was put
through all kinds of maneuvers, turns
to the right and left being made at
will and the figure eight described in
In addition to this,
both directions.
a new speed record ror this part of
the country was made, the machine
going at a rate of Co miles an hour
for several miles carrying the two
men. In a race with one of the fast
automobiles at the post for a distance
of over two miles, the aufo was left
far behind. It was thoroughly demonstrated to the military men here
that the Wright biplane is a most
useful addition to the signal corps ot
military service. In addition to being
used for carrying messages and
it could be used to carry
supplies of light ammunition, particularly such as is used by infantry to
a part of an army that might be cut
off from the main command and short
in ammunition. Parmalee has demonstrated to the satisfaction of the army
officials that the Wright machine can
fly in almost any kind of wind and is
both safe and useful. It is maintained by those who saw the experiments
that the demonstration has made the
biplane a necessary adjunct to army
equipment and that the uses to which
it may be put, while many now, are
in their infancy. Under orders from
the War Department, Parmalee and
Lieutenant Foulois will proceed to
Laredo, Texas, where they will be em
ployed in scout work along the bor.
der, the new machine carrying gasoe
line for a
continuous trip.
200-mil-

it's tough!"

he said to wife and daughter.
"We
had a mutual affection for each other.
fr
O,
A
v, 2
She would swear when
told her to,
and shut up when I raised my finger.
Each of us had come to understand
the moods of the other. She knew
when I wanted to take my nap, and I
knew when she wanted to take hers.
I believe she thought of me when
drawing her last breath."
"But, papa, she was a good deal of
a nuisance, after all," replied Miss
Nellie.
"Not a bit of it not a bit. NothWillie Hoppe, Champion Billiardist.
ing of the kind."
"But she swore at the minister and
Willie Hoppe, billiard champion of the fifteen balls without a miss. Their
the world, and his bride of a few skill soon reached the ears of the bil- called him names."
"That was Just one of her little
weeks were much excited the other liard and pool world and Invitations
day over a report that he had an- to play exhibition games were ex- ways to keep things moving along.
nounced his retirement from the game tended to them from all parts of the She didn't know she was swearing.
because of the objections of his wife country.
.
and
Frank developed a left handed
The story was that Thomas W. stroke, while Willie
worked right
Walsh, a wealth Baltimore dry goods handed. Their father and mother almanufacturer, with whose daughter so accompanied the youngsters on all
Alice young Hoppe eloped in Decem- their trips and gave exhibitions of
withber, insisted on his
billiard playing.
drawal from professional billiards to
At the age of 6 years. Willie was
go into the dry goods business and allowed to play with the billiard
that the champion of the cue intended ivories and he developed so rapidly
giving up the game.
that to those who witnessed his play"It's all nonsense," said Hoppe. ing it was only a question of time
"Neither my wife nor my father-in-lawhen he would be the world's master.
to. billiards. Why, I His rise in the billiard world was not
objects
couldn't make a living any other way. only rapid, but almost phenomenal.
Dry goods? Why, I don't know a bale No man, not even the renowned Ives,
of cloth from an aeroplane.
showed such skill in the manipula"The way the story started, I guess, tions of the balls, the accuracy of his
was when I told my manager that I drive shots, and such perfect knowlwouldn't play any more
edge of the angles.
stands. I've been on tha jump playHis playing was watched closely by
ing these engagements for nearly a all the old time champions. Schaefer,
month since our marriage, and natur- who was known as the "wizard" was
ally Mrs. Hoppe doesn't like it. I'll practically the first to see the great
continue to accept engagements out- future in Willie and obtaired the conside of New York, of course, but I sent of his parents to allow the youngwill not go on the road for an ex- ster to accompany him on his tours.
tended trip. We are going to Europe
Hoppe attributes his success to
in a month or two, and I expect to close
application to practice, regular The Poem Was Read With Indignation
play a series of matches with the living, going to sleep and rising as
She thought she was getting off a
French champions, Vignaux, Cure, early as possible. He is fond of
long
of some kind, and the minister
Casslgnol and Addorgan."
walks, which he takes every day In joke
Hoppe was born Oct. 11, 1887, in all sorts of weather, after which he should have understood it so."
"I don't think people liked to bear
Cornwall on the Hudson. His father will spend several hours In
practice.
conducted a hotel there and the
His advice to all players who desire her squawking."
"Then, as I told three or four of
usual billiard room was a prominent to improve their game, Is to take a
adjunct In the hostelry. When a mere few lessons from some good instruc- them, let them lump it. There's
child, Willie and his brother Frank tor. The fundamental principles must something wrong about people who
delighted in spending their play time be learned In order to develop; the don't like to hear the notes of an Inat the pool table and It was not long rest will then take care of itself with nocent bird. I can't bury her with the
honors of war, but she shall have a
before both of them could pocket all practice.
grave under the apple tree, and then,
daughter, I want you to write an obitin
land
the
TTVanrn
of
GREEN IS TOURING GERMANY
the Kaiser and
on her. I want it in verse, and
where he has fought and won a good uary
I'll send it to the village paper to be
Has many battles. French and German so- published."
Cl'jver American Artist-Boxe- r
ciety people are fast becoming infatuBeen Most Successful In Land of
"But, papa, I can't write poetry,"
ated with the game, and the clubs are
Kaiser and In France.
protested the daughter.
conducted on "pink-tea- "
lines, in which
'Then teach yourself. You've got
dress suits among the spectators are brains
Dick Green, the American artist-boxer- ,
enough to grind out somewho has been campaigning abroad quite the proper thing.
thing."
The
pugilists themselves have
for several months past, is now tourThe poor old bird was carried out
ing Germany with a theatrical com- - caught the dress idea, and prior to a and buried, and an hour later Miss
bout appear clad in garments that Nellie sat down to
the obituary. Her
would make the average American
father gave her 15 minutes and then
fan
howl with amazement Green asked if it was finished. As
fight
often as
is one of the nattiest "dressers" among
r
he appeared with sugthe fistic "400," and a photograph just every
and words that rhymed, and
received from Berlin Bhows him ar- gestions
when the day had passed without the
in
a
fashion
rayed
calculate! to infuse
finished he more than
awe and joy into the hearts of bis poem being
hinted that the struggling poetess
many admirers.
hadn't her heart in her work. Even
e
when the
poem was placed
in
his
a day later, he Insisted
hands,
Gold
Gets
Billings
Cup.
The management of the Allentown, on such alterations that it could not
Pa., fair has presented to C. K. G. be looked upon as a finished product
Billings, owner of Uhlan, 1:63, a for two days more.
That obituary was Inclosed with
magnificent cup as a souvenir of the
world's record of 2:06, made at tender hand to the village paper. A
their fair last September by the noted note from Major Lee accompanied it.
trotter. The trophy contains 2,300 He requested that it be published m
s
of gold and is twenty the next issue, and In a conspicuous
Inches high. It Is valued at $4,000.
place. He didn't exactly assert that
It was a gem of a poem, but left the
editor to find out for himself.
Jap Ball Team Coming.
About the time poor Polly was doA Japanese baseball team is to inthe editor and ownvade the United States, landing at ing the dying act
was 20 miles away and
Ban Francisco in April. Games will er of the paper
to a friend and chum in the
be played in Chicago,
Bt. saying
BoBton,
city:
Louis and other cities.
"I hate to break into your vacation,
Dick Green.
Clarence, old man, but I'm In a fix.
Association Bolts Circuit.
Got to go west to settle up an estate
pany and showing at all the principal
Because the dates allotted to It are and come home with a full pocket
cities In that country. The Germans
have taken eagerly to the boxing not satisfactory, the Kentucky Trot- Be gone a month. You must come
game, and visiting pugilists are made ting Horse Breeders' association will down and run the ,'Eagle' for me."
not enter tho grand circuit and will
much ot by them.
"But I'm booked for the CatskHls."
Green has been most successful both remain Independent.
Nicest town-ni- cest
"They be hanged!
climate best fishing nicest
ny He Quit editing.
"You say you were once the editor girls. Why, you'll own the whole show
What's the Answer?
of a newspaper?"
In a week. All you've got to do la to
Rivers Dinner not ready? Then I
"Yes, lady, and It was a very bright steal an editorial or two on our relahave an hour of leisure on my hands. little
sheet, it I do say it"
tions with Japan, and the boys will do
Mrs. Rivers Yes, and an unpaid
"How does it happen then that you the rest."
gas bill In your pocket. Doesn't the are
doors
for
forced to ask at back
There was further protesting and
coincidence suggest some appropriate
meals?"
arguing, but in the end the "Eagle"
action on your part?
"It Is merely a case of the irony of man carried his point, and that was
fate. I had a printer who was near how Mr. Clarence Thorpe, author and
The Probability.
sighted, and one afternoon when he journalist, came to be occupying the
"I suppose you feel an Intense made up the paper he got a wedding editorial chair of the village paper
hatred for the man who ran away notice and a murder trial mixed, so when Miss Nellie Lee's poem apwith your wife?"
that after describing the costume of peared.
"No-The poem was first read with surI guess not, but I bet be the bride It said the condemned man
hates me for letting him run away almo collapsed when sentence was prise, ten with ridicule, then with
.
with her."
profthmoed."
lndign.on. It was an Insult to send
I-
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Thorpe

v rne 'tsus'.b." Sir.
return it to the
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;
n.fc;oi wi'h r
observations
when Kate
hh- Al- hand.
thos.gb Miss N..i'.!f's asiH.e did not ap-i
pear as tie- atifh.--father had
.
.She;
given her credit !;.
n;. . girls tho
might he o:..- o!
edror had t. e ?, n h
'i he poeiu
would not In ur p ih'irauon, even a a
burieveae, hit why hurt a nice girl'
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TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
Connections made with Automobile
line at Vaughn for Roswell,
daily.
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Roswell at 8:30 a. ro. and arrives at Roswell at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
pires by limitation June 29,. It lim- Roswell for Vaughn at 6 p. m. The
its the companies producing electric fare between Santa F and
Torrance
power at Niagara on the American Is $5.80 and between Torrance and
to
what they now have In use, Roswell $10. Reserve seats on auto.side
,and prohibits the imnortatinn
mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.
Canada of more than 160,000 horsepower produced from water diverted
A Mother's Safeguard.
urn but? laiis uii mat Slue.
wrej b xzuiivj niiu jiar ior tne
vuugress oi me united states children.
Is best and" safest for all
hatviiy paused to observe the annlver-- ( coughs, colds, croup, whooping
cough
sari of the birth ot Washington. True and bronchitis. No opiates. Capital
theio were short addresses In both rnarmacy.

'
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and safe bowel
regulator, strengthener and tonic tha1
are eaten like candy. They roesta-- '
hlish nature's functions in a timet.!
easy way. They do not cause any
inconvenience, griping or nausea. They
are so pleasant to take, and work so
easily, that they may be taken by
any one at any time. They thoroughly tone
up the whole system to
healthy activity. They have a most
beneficial action upon the liver.
Rexall Orderlies are unsurpassable
and ideal for the use of children, old
folks and delicate persons. We- cannot too highly recommend them t
all sufferers from any form of constipation and its attendant evils. That's
why we back our faith in them with
our promise of money back .if they
do not give entire satisfaction.
Two
sizes: 12 tablets 10 cents and r;t.; tab
lets 25 cents. Remember yon can ob
tain Rexall Remedies in Santa Fe
only at our store, The Fischer Drug
Store Company.
fective,

Produced under the stage direction of Ned Wayburn
Dramatic portion by Mr. Ebner
Ensemble portion by Mr. Wright

M.

A Statement of Facts Backed
by a Strong Guarantee

tiate them at our risk.
Rexall Orderlies are a gentle,

A Comedy with Music
by Will M. Hough and Frank R. Adams
Music by Joseph E. Howard

DNIS

H0PPE

iNo Cause to Doubt!

FE, N.

fee'.lrgs?

Sir. Thorpe laid arid'; the manuscript and took a walk. A hoy mid
hiru in which direction
to walk to
pass Major Lee's residence. He didn't
know exactly why he wanted to pa.-.- b
It, hut If; walked on. The major was
sit!:i:K on the veranda with his cigar,
and Providence ordained that a summer shower thoiild begin to fall at
that moment.
"'V'sip In, sir come under shelter
til! It's over!" called the old soldier,
and the invitation was taken advantage (,f.
The two discussed
politics and
other things and exchanged names.
The major received the impression
that Mr. Thorpe had selected the Tillage, In which to pass a month or bo.
and perhaps gather material for another book. This gave him an opening to relate the death of the parrot
and the construction of the poem, and
to add In his blunt way;
"Yes; mailed the p,.m to our paper
last night. I've been told that the editor is an ass, hut perhaps he'll see the
beauties in these verses, if he doesn't
I'll call at his office and make It my
business to find out why he isn't running a sawmill."
The "Eagle" was to he issued in
three days. If the poem did not go in
the major would keep his word. Rut
Mr. Thorpe was determined that it
shouldn't go in. He would dodge
He would even bribe the office
boy to He.
On the day the paper was to be issued, he encountered the man of war
on the street and was taken home
with him for another talk on the veranda. On this occasion he was intro
duced to Mrs. Lee and daughter, and
two hours had passed very pleasantly
when a boy brought a copy of the
"Eagle." It was hurriedly opened hy
the major. No poem!
"Nellie, my hat and caneV he shouted. "I'm going down there and call

that editor a fool!"
Away he went in spite of protestations, and after he was outside the
gate. Miss Nellie said:
"Oh, I do bo hope he won't find the
editor in! It was an awful foolish
thing to send such a poem as that.
Mr. Thorpe, can't you help me to get
it back? I want to get it without
father knowing it."
Mr. Thorpe promised to see what

could be done. The major found the
editor out, and that lie brought the
office boy 50 cents.
The next day it
was 60 cents more, and the next and
the next. Then the major gave up the
quest. His emotions over the death
of Toll had begun to wane.
Every two or three days Mr. Thorpe
occupied a Eeat on the veranda for a
time, and then he began to be Invited
to dinner.
The editor returned from
California, but still Mr. Thorpe lingered. It was at the end of three
months, with a trip now and then to
the city, that he major said to him :
"Yes, go in and win her if you can.
Hang you, you rascal, I found out
that you suppressed that poem on me,
but I haven't laid it up against you."
ACTOR

WON

HIS BET EASILY

With Three Insertions of a Three Lino
Advertisement. He Received
$856.

August Heinze, discussing the gigantic gold mine fraud exposed recently
in New York, said:
"The public likes to be swindled.
I am reminded of a bet made
by an actor In Butte. His bet was that he
could collect $600 with three insertions
of a three-lin- e
advertisement that
promised nothing and was void of
meaning.
" 'Wise readers will send $1, It. C.

Ticket 22,454.'
"Three days later, the second advertisement appeared:
" 'Last chance. Send $1 before Sunday.
Monday, everything refused.
R. C. B. D. Ticket 22,454.'
"His last insertion was on a Saturday, thus:
" 'All remittances of $1
arriving after the last mail tonight absolutely reB. D.

fused. R. C. B. D. Ticket 22,454."
Mr. Heinze smiled.
"On Monday morning," he said, "the
Butte actor Invited his friends to inspect the correspondence resulting
from his advertisement which promised nothing. He won his bet easily.
He bad received S56 money orders for
fl, which he immediately returned."

Effective Threat.
"I hear that old Grabit has agreed to
give his son an allowance ot $5,000 a
year."
"Yes. The boy swore that if his
father didn't give him more than $50 a
month for spending money be would
become a chorus man,"
MOTHER'S ANGEL.

j

"My darling," said a fond mother,'
who believed in appealing to children's
tender feelings Instead of pui.ishlng
them, "if you are so naughty you will
grieve mamma so that she will get 111,
and have to He In bed In a dark room
and take nasty medicine, and then she
may die and have to be taken away
out to the cemetery and be buried, and
you "
The child had become more solemn,
but an angelic smile overspread his
face at his mother's last words, and
throwing his arms about her neck he
exclaimed:
"Oh, mamma, and may I,
sit beside the coachman?"

.

i

o,

,

I

The News.
"What ! tne news?" the condemned
cried;
When told the Judge denied his plpa
He shook his head and sadly sighed:
"That's noose to me."

The Vernacular.
"You seldom hear a young man
these days say that be is paying his
addresses to a young woman."
"No. He usually announces that ha
is 'going after a skirt' "
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morning events he hit 07 out of 100
birds and in the afternoon 117 out of;
MINOR CITY TOPICS
the tumateur
120, thereby breaking
record of Colorado.
An
Interesting Announcement is
made In this issue by Huff Bros. Co.,
Santa Fe, X. M., March 1.
who, in connection with their popular!
Tho forecast is cloudy tonight
confectionery business, have opened
and Thursday with occasional
ui a drug store win re they assure you
snow or rain.
Quality, Fair Dealing, and Moderate j
Prices will be their motto. They are
Sherwin-WilliamVarnish
Stains telling what line of drugs they will
handle, and it will pay readers to
for decorating at COECELS.
ad if they
The
Place, carefully read the new
Flowers for "Tho Time,
bills reduced.
and The Cirl'' are advertised in this would have their drag
Robbed in Paradise Alley Juan Pa- for the Clarendon Gardens. Read
dilla, of Martlneztown, was found in
the ad if you like 'lowers.
Paradise alley, Albimu.ern.ue,
shortly
Meeting Tonight
Congregational
of First after 10 o'clock last night, covered
of Congregation
.Meeting
Presbyterian church this evening for with mud and unable to give a coherthe purpose of considering the matter ent account of what had happened to
him. George Shafer, however, told
cailing a pastor.
Time to Make Assessment Returns Alex Jordan, policeman, that Padilla
Assessor Trinidad Ainrid desires to had been dragged into the alley by
remind property owners that he is two men and severely beaten and posready to receive their assessment re- sibly robbed. The officer, accompanied
turns. Tllanks tn?v he obtained at his by Schafer, arrested G. Murphy and
'
office at the court house.
P. Rules and they were locked up,
For
the past. pending a time when Padilla may be
Freezing at Roswell
IS lio'irs a slow, drizzling rain has able to identify them. Padilla was al-fallen ovr r the entire Pecos valley, so held, as he will be wanted in po-- ;
with a total precipit ttion of half an lice court today.
inch. The temperature has been at
Mining Engineer Marries At the
freezing point and the rain has been residence of Paul A. Larsh, mining en-- ,
turning to ice on the trees and houses. gineer at Albuquerque yesterday, oc
C. CampPercy Hagerman Wins Cup Percy curred the marriage of John
Hagerman, of Colorado Springs, well bell of Cutter, N. M., and Miss Lillian
Miss Edgar
known here and a brother of former Edgar, Ordway, Colo.
Governor Herbert Hagerman, of South was accompanied to this city by her
Spring ranch, on February 18. won in father M. Edgar, a prominent druggist
of the Colorado town. Mr. Campbell
Colorado Springs the McXeill-Curtai- n
cup in a shooting tournament. In the is the assistant superintendent of the
J
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Grocery and Bakery
Seeds Seeds Seeds

j

s

i;.!-ii-

kinds of Garden and Flower
Seeds, Onions Sets etc'
AH

Sweet Pea and Nasturtium

Seeds
in bulk, mixed and separate colors.

F. Andrews

Phone No. 4.

Phone No.4.
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FILIGREE

JEWELRY

i
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NOVELTIES?
Never was

there such

an

ex-

quisite display in so many
both useful and
designs-I- n
ornamental pieces injjoth

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

WEDNESDAY, MARCH

1, 1911.

oxide plant at Cutter.
The wedding
was a quiet one. Rev. H. P. Williams
of the Christian church officiating,
with Mr. and Mrs. Larsh the only witnesses.
Mr. and Mrs. Campbell left
perlast evening for their new home in
Cutter.
Insurance
Company Wins Suit
Chief Justice William H. Pope disposed of a number of cases at Clovis
during the past few days, several be
ing important insurance suits involving large sums of money. The German American
Insurance company
won out in a suit brought by the Clovis Supply company for $24,000. The
Clovis concern suffered from a fire a
at
vear ago and brought suit to recover
on the policies held in the German
American. The case was decided in
favor of the insurance company.
Southwest Furnishes Best Soldiers.
The southwest furnishes the best
soldiers in the United States. This is
shown by a comparison of the reports
sent out by the department for thei
month of January. During the month
of February there were 09 applica-- !
tions received at the El Paso station,:
which is in charge of Lieutenant F. L.
Poindexter.
Of this number 35 were
The January report for
accepted.
Xew York shows that there were 1749
applications and only 3fiC accepted;
am entirely opposed to the use ol alum in
Chicago's main office shows 654 applications and only 91 accepted, while'
Baking Powders." Prof. Chandler, Columbia Univ.
Boston, a city of nearly 500,000 population, shows 321 applications and only
51 accepted.
Of the 35 men accepted
at El Paso and sent to Fort Logan,
" Alum, sodium alum, basic aluminum sulphate,
near Denver, Colo., not a man was re- sulphate of aluminum, all mean the same thing
jected at the rendezvous.
namely, BURNT ALUM." Kansas State Board of Health.
Will Resume at Arroyo Hondo A
reorganization of the affairs at the
Arroyo Hondo dam and reservoir has
been effected and operations are to
be resumed soon so that the spring
floods may be caught in the upper
turning later with an officer of the NO SMOKING FOR MINORS
s
reservoir which is
IN STATE OF WASHINGTON.
.law.
After all, perhaps Cupid was Just
1.
The
Olympia, Wash., March
wedding journey
having a
CUPID MADE ANOTHER
"FAUXPAS" LAST NIGHT. rehearsal, having grown thoroughly senate passed a bill today making it
tired of the fauxpas he had made.
a misdemeanor for any person under
the age of 21 years to have tobacco
Inspires a Couple to Run Away In a
WILL SPEND $60,000
Runabout and Then Disheartens
in any form in his possession, and the
MORE ON PROJECT.
Them With Snow Drifts.
person who sells tobacco to a minor
Dan Cupid had better look to his
of- - a
gross misdemeanor.
arrows or his how and see what is Rio Hondo Reservoir Water Users' is guilty
of the bills is to repeat the
The
effect
Association senas w.
neia to
wrong. There certainly is sumk- law.
The
present
THING wrong with one or the other
Washington.
House refused today to pass a bill to
or with the old arrow shooter himself.
At a meeting of th shareholders of
law.
Only a few days ago two of his vic- the Wo Hondo Reservoir Water Users' repeal the
tims were brought back from Albu- Association, held at Roswell it was decided to accept the offer of the loan
NEW MEXICO CORPORATION
before Justice Alarid tomorrow morn-ins- . of $60,000 from the U. S. government
and construct a cement ditch sixteen
LAWS, RULES AND FORMS.
Then last night, the blind bow boy miles long, leading from the intake
to
the
above
four
the
reservoir
an
and
more
mischief
point
started up some
Published September, 1910. All Laws on
attractive young widow is said to have miles north of the Diamond A ranch all Classes of
Corporations on Banking
eloped with a young man, using a where this ranch takes out its approof
The
water.
Railroads, etc Comstockholders
Mining,
rrigation,
for
locomotion.
priation
Probably
carriage
these Santa Fe trains were consider- - also decided to send W. C. Reid to plete Rules and Forms for Filing.
A
driver Washington to look after their inter-wa- s
ed too closely watched.
Statehood does not affect this book
taken along, it is said, and theiests in making the loan, paying $100 as Territorial laws remain in force
The
vehicle must have been pretty well dollars of his expenses.
under state constitution. There will
but some how Old Cupid holders will have ten years in which le no revision for three
years.
inter-hto
back
the
without
pay
money,
squeezed into it and in his blindness,
steered the amatory craft into a est. W. M. Reed TJ. S. engineer,
writes that, the loan can be secured,
snow hank near Arroyo Hondo.
Then their love is said to have
Write for Circular.
If you wcat anything on earth try
grown cool and the driver and his
team were sent back, the couple re a New Mexican Want Ad.
C. F. KANEN Santa Fe, M. N.

For making quickly and
fectly, delicious hot biscuits,
hot breads, cake and pastry
there is no substitute for

iJioiff
CREAM

j

Sixty Years the Standard

Made from pure Grape

Cream of Tartar

No Alum No Lime Phosphates

"I

Read the Label

I

two-third-

13
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our Store.
JUST THE THING FOR GIFTS

March 3rd & 4th.

Manufacturing Jeweler.

S. SPITZ,

THE MISSING LINK

YOU'VE BEEN HUNTING FOR IT -I HAVE FOUND
IT.

The
in

1

As we have in

not muss or break
one
the button hole-iwearing cuffs MIST HAVE THEM.
Go ineasily-d-

the way of Cuff Buttons

GUARANTEED

NOT TO

COME

BREAK.

LET ME SHOW

IN AND

HC

YOU

ne Renab,e Jeweler

Yfiflf7

San Francisco St.

SATISFACTION
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fact-ever-

n
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HACK SERVICE

j

anti-tippin- g

share-crowde-

j

ASSURED

cocoes hack line zess

ILftba

These two days only, we are going
to make, special sale prices on a large
number of special Items from our
glassware and queensware dept. We
will also include a number of items in
kitchens goods, and our complete
line of wall paper.
We will not sell any goods at these
prices, except during these two days.
Please do not ask us to break this
rule. All goods will be on display in
our windows, and in the store until
the sale starts.

mid-wint-

Prop

Baggies and Saddle Horses

WATCH THIS SPACE FOR PRICES.

The Santa Fe Hardware & Supply Co.

e

935 Pages, $7.00
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The complete new Spring and Summer line of the celebrated American Ladies
Tailoring Company is now on display at our store.
It is the largest and most authentic array of the very newest styles and fabrics ever attempted, and under no conditions should you fail to come and inspect this magnificent
exhibit of America's greatest style authority and master
tailors of women s fashionable made-t- order garments.
o

1.1
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L

m

urr.i
v

There are 72 new Spring and Summer

pick of the latest creations in the
fashion centres of the world. There are 278
styles--th- e

on c uenav'
IPV : 1

oroe

at Onee
j

newest
absolutely guaranteed fabrics-th- e
and best for this season's wear.
And as their exclusive representative here we are in a position to place this entire master tailoring organization at your
immediate service to solve the wearisome dress problem for you in a way that you will be POSITIVELY DELIQHTEDmore
the result.
than merely satisfied--wit- h

Come at once and see for yourself just what is latest and best in woman's dress- - Note what all the fashionable
So don't miss such an exceptional opportunity as this.
You won't obligate yourself to buy in any way, and you will received hints and suggestions for you new Spring outfit that you will
women in the large cities are now wearing.
BE SIRE TO COME EARLY-WH- ILE
LINE IS STILL UNBROKEN.
THE COMPLETE
be mighty glad indeed to get.

THE BIG

NATHAN SALMON.

STORE.
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